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Leeds College of Building formally opened its new roofing division for slating

and tiling students on 7 July 2015.

The opening is a landmark event for roofing at LCB, after a decade of moves and

the liquidation of the building contractors for the £17 million new campus in

Cudbear Street in central Leeds. 

The new building offers a striking

design by architects, Fuse

Studios with a central atrium

entrance which boasts a

permanent display roofing rig

supplied by Sandtoft.

But the really outstanding feature

of the building is found off the

central atrium in the giant

workshop that boasts 18

dedicated roofing rigs giving a

practical learning space for up to 80 level 2 and 3 Slating & Tiling NVQ students. 

These exceptional facilities mean that roofing lecturer, Chris Messenger is

confident that Leeds College will continue its remarkable successes in the

annual Skillbuild and IFD roofing competitions, counting gold medallist Matthew

Timby amongst his former students. 

Roofing Industry Alliance’s National Training Officer, Livia Williams said,

“Leeds College of Building offers the best quality training for students with

inspiring teaching from Chris. It’s fantastic for students, and the results achieved

speak for themselves.”

Roofing apprentices are released to attend

LCB full-time by their employers who

appreciate the added value LCB offer

slating & tiling students and the exposure

their companies gain from student’s

successes at such competitions as

Skillbuild. 

St. Leger Homes level 3 roofing apprentice,

Riley O’Sullivan said it was the range of

roofing skills on offer that attracted him to

LCB: “I have learnt so much here and now

feel I have multiple skills to offer. As well

as learning all the basics I am allowed to

be creative and that’s out of the ordinary.

I’m really pleased I chose to specialise in

roofing, although I still don’t like the bad

weather!”

Riley’s boss, Andy Rowe from St. Leger Homes, which manages Doncaster

Council’s 21,000 homes, said that sending his roofing apprentices to LCB makes

sense: “With a skills shortage nationally and several roofers coming up to

retirement at St.Leger’s, succession planning is important for us in order to

maintain our in-house team. Training our own apprentices in conjunction with

LCB means that we can offer the most cost-effective home refurbishments to the

benefit of local people.”

Responding to the needs of local employers is where LCB Principal, Ian Hillyard

derives his future plans for the roofing division: “We want to improve the

flexibility of apprenticeships. We are looking at a scheme where employers can

choose from a range of modules to select the skills that they need. For example, a

student could choose from a heritage module or management skills.”

“Plans are currently awaiting approval from BIS, but the aim is for a method of

delivery which puts companies back in charge. Companies will see better value

from their apprentices”, Ian added.

HSE Figures Show Construction
Deaths Reduction

Leeds College of Building Opens
Outstanding Roofing Division

The grand opening of the e4 Brick House took place on 16 June

showcasing the new house design concept that using a clay

envelope to achieve superior and affordable sustainability.

Designed with engineers ARUP and two years in development,

the house was unveiled by Lord John Prescott during the

Building Research Establishment’s (BRE) 10th anniversary

celebrations at its Innovation Park in Watford.

Speaking at the launch Paul Surin, Wienerberger’s Head of Built

Environment described how the company had analysed

economic and social trends to design a unique archetype that

addresses the UK housing market need. Designed around four

principles of energy, economy, environment and emotion –

making the ‘e4’ concept – the house demonstrates the fabric first

approach and clay building. It is expected to achieve a 150 year

life and is built to the Code for Sustainable Home level 4,

providing a blueprint for various building models.

E4 Brick House Opens at BRE
10th Anniversary

Altrad Group Embarks on
Extensive Fall Safety Investment
Trad Safety Systems, part of the €1.6bn

turnover Altrad Group, headed by Group

Managing Director Des Moore, has

made a multi-million pound investment

to increase its safety systems personnel

and product range. 

The substantial expansion programme sees Trad Safety Systems

establishing a nationwide network of depots and says its

turnover has already increased by 40% in the last 12 months.  

Trad Safety Systems has increased its head count by 20% since

summer 2014 to over 120 staff to offer a design, training and

consultancy service, fabrication and has expanded its roof

systems, PPE and temporary edge protection ranges.

Jim Gorman, National Operations Director said: “With

substantial investment in new Depots, experienced people and

new products all supported by Group Managing Director Des

Moore and with substantial financial back up by The Altrad

Group, Trad Safety Systems has one aim; to become the ‘first

choice’ for Fall Safety Systems”. 

A study into the financial health of UK’S largest 1000 Roofing Contractors has

revealed as many as 161 need an urgent survival plan, either from an injection of

capital, a radical cost reduction scheme or financial restructuring if they’re to

continue to trade. 

Plimsoll’s latest research has investigated the overall financial performance of

each of the UK’s leading Roofing Contractors and scored each on their financial

health. Each company has been given a rating of either strong, good mediocre,

caution or danger. 

David Pattison, Plimsoll’s Senior Analyst, said:  “We tested this method of

analysis over the previous 28 years and have found that many companies who

have failed had a caution or danger rating up to two years prior to their demise.

This danger rating acts as a warning and action must be taken to return a

business back to a better financial footing.” 

“This proves our method of analysis can identify the key characteristics of a

failing company. If failures are predictable, and if enough warning can be given,

the management has time to get a survival plan in place to save the company.

“It is clear from this study the roofing market is going through a period of great

change and the market is highly competitive. These 161 companies rated as

danger are clearly operating under financial pressure and many risk being forced

out of the market.”

Plimsoll Rating Number of companies

Strong 604

Good 95

Mediocre 89

Caution 51

Danger 161

Typically a failing company will show the following characteristics:

l A fall in sales relative to investment

l A decline in profitability relative to investment

l An increase in total debts

l A fall in shareholder equity

l An increase in the exposure of creditors

Pattison added: “The 604 roofing companies rated as strong have a real

commercial advantage and they are proof the fundamental market is healthy.”

For more information on the UK Roofing Contractors report or any of Plimsoll’s

titles please contact Chris Glancey on 01642 626 419 or alternatively email

c.glancey@plimsoll.co.uk.

The Best of Years and the Worst of Years...

Martin Brooke, sales director at Nottingham-

based Bratts Ladders, is the new chairman of

the Ladder Association. Replacing Cameron

Clow, Martin said “I plan to spend my time in

office promoting the Ladder Association’s key

message - that ladders are still the most

practical and cost effective piece of kit in the toolbox.”

A member of the Ladder Association since 2006, Martin is

married with two children. A keen sports enthusiast, his interests

include football and squash coaching.

Figures for fatal injuries to construction workers shows a

considerable reduction on last year with 35 fatal injuries

compared to 45 in 2014.

Overall, work-related fatal accidents in Great Britain’s workplaces

shows small change from previous years, sustaining a long term

trend that has seen the rate of fatalities more than halve over the

last 20 years.

Health and Safety Executive (HSE) revealed 142 workers were

fatally injured at work between April 2014 and March 2015 (a rate

of 0.46 fatalities per 100,000 workers). This compares to last year’s

all-time low of 136 (0.45 fatalities per 100,000 workers). Fatal

injuries at work are thankfully rare events and as a consequence,

the annual figures are subject to chance variation.

The statistics again confirm the UK to be one of the safest places

to work in Europe, having one of the lowest rates of fatal injuries

to workers in leading industrial nations.

HSE’s Chair Judith Hackitt said: “It is

disappointing last year’s performance on

fatal injuries has not been matched, but

the trend continues to be one of

improvement.” 

HSE also released the latest available

figures on deaths from asbestos-related

cancer, mesothelioma which killed 2,538

in 2013. 

New Chair for Ladder Association 

NFRC Annnouces Next CEO
Following the announcement earlier this year of

NFRC Chief Executive, Ray Horwood’s

retirement the NFRC Board has announced that

James Talman, current CEO of the Single Ply

Roofing Association (SPRA), will take on the

leadership of NFRC at the end of the year, after

a transition period with the current incumbent.

Endorsed by the SPRA leadership, Ray Horwood said “NFRC has

progressed considerably over the last few years in promoting

roofing and in joining together parts of the industry to work

together. This is all for the benefits of both trade and supplier

members. 

“This work will accelerate and there is a need for renewed

leadership to build on this progress. James is an ideal candidate

to undertake these duties and I am personally pleased that he

has been selected.”

mailto:c.glancey@plimsoll.co.uk
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Whilst this document forms the Code of Practice for slating and tiling, the update to BS5534:

2014, effective from February 28th 2015 addresses a range of pitched roofing elements in detail:

the specification of mortar bedding, battens, flashings, structural sheathing and underlays as well

as a specific focus on fixings and has been widely publicised in the industry to give the best

possible chance that all roofers will work to the Standard.

A key driver to the updated BS5534: 2014 was existing UK meteorological data, and predictions of

the increasing likelihood of ‘weather events’, such as storms, high volumes of driving rain and

damaging wind.  This is important as the average cost of weather damage to domestic buildings

now reaches £300+ million per year. Such data and predictions meant that there was a noticeable

concentration on the effect of wind pressures on roofing components. 

Extreme wind conditions have in the past resulted in entire roofs being lifted off a building. The

suction effect of negative wind pressure, such as on the leeward side of a building can result in

tiles or slates being dislodged. BS5534: 2014 has gone some way to safeguard against this risk,

not just with new fixing requirements for slates and tiles, but also for the underlay, meaning we

should be able to design and build our homes to better prepare them for high winds and stormy

conditions. 

The emphasis on underlays

The benefits of a roof underlay positioned beneath a primary water shedding layer are universally

recognised. Even before a pitched roof is completed, a quickly installed underlay will keep the

construction dry before the outer layers are in place. Once the roof is completed, the underlay will

act as a back-up to the tile or slate covering by providing a secondary water shedding function.

The underlay is also expected to resist a significant proportion of wind load imposed on the outer

covering and it is this function that is now being addressed.

The potential effect of an underlay subjected to excessive wind loading is for it to balloon

upwards, toward the tile or slate covering. If the wind resistance of the underlay is inadequately

low or it has been installed with excessive drape, it could balloon to such an extent that it has

an impact on the tiles or slates, causing them to

dislodge. The tiling batten will help to restrain the

underlay to an extent, but in the case of large format

tiles where the batten gauge is sizeable the underlay

deflection would be more significant.

A greater responsibility has therefore been placed on

the underlay to cope with these wind forces. BS5534:

2014 includes a new annex which describes the

procedure for assessing an underlays’ wind uplift

resistance to a more stringent level than was

previously required. When tested to the new

Standard the recorded values determine a product’s

suitability for use in certain areas of the country. The

document consequently includes a UK wind zone

map, showing five zones each of which has a

corresponding underlay with a wind resistance

capability. 

Wind zones according to Annex A

These minimum wind resistance requirements are

applicable for building projects where positive wind

pressure from beneath is limited by a continuous

internal lining. The ceiling in this case will

consequently be considered ‘well sealed’ which for

Does the BS5534 Altitude Clause Leave Contractors High and Dry?
For nearly 40 years, anyone engaged in the construction of pitched roofs in the UK has been able to draw upon

the roofing standard BS5534, considered by many as the ‘Roofer’s Bible’. Nick Williams, UK Technical Manager,

DuPont Tyvek, discusses the driving forces behind the BS5534 update and warns contractors to avoid being left

exposed by conditions applying to roof underlay use.

today’s energy efficient modern buildings should be

standard practice. The figures are for an underlay laid

with a drape of 10mm and a batten gauge of 345mm.

Zone 1 820Pa

Zone 2 975Pa

Zone 3 1150Pa

Zone 4 1330Pa

Zone 5 1600Pa

But, is it that simple? The new standard also requires

compliance with the following conditions:

n ridge height not greater than 15 m;

n roof pitch between 12.5° and 75°;

n site altitude not greater than 100 m;

n no significant site topography;

While much is being made by various underlay manufacturers and suppliers of achieving

BS5534:2014 compliance, the reference to site altitudes not greater than 100m is a potentially

serious problem. 

Many contractors will suppose that this requirement will be applicable to projects in the

Highlands or high up in the Snowdonian range, while assuming that the average housing

development will be exempt.

However, large areas of the UK are at often surprising heights above sea level. For example, one

might expect parts of Cumbria, Wales and Scotland to exceed that benchmark… but how about

Milton Keynes? Or swathes of Essex, Surrey, Nottinghamshire and Northern Ireland? 

Could this factor expose some unsuspecting developers and contractors to unnecessary risk and

make them vulnerable to falling short of the code – and therefore potentially liable in any

insurance claims?

With world weather looking increasingly unpredictable (and litigation on the rise) anyone

specifying a membrane would do well to ensure that, like their project’s roof, everything is

covered by a membrane with proven reliability and compliance with all conditions – especially

the varied altitudes of the UK. 

1

Peace of mind: All 3 BBA approved DuPont™ Tyvek roofing underlays are fully BS5534 compliant,  Photo 

Bradley Cameron for DuPont™ Tyvek®, all rights reserved allowing unrestricted use anywhere in the UK & 

Northern Ireland for all building types under all site conditions. Photo  Bradley Cameron for DuPont™ Tyvek

Wind Speed & Zone map: The designated wind zones range from Zone 1 with moderate conditions to Zone 5 that typically encounter higher wind speed

Altitude Map: Large areas of the UK are often at surprising

heights above sea level
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Following the demise of the Code for Sustainable Homes, and ECO and GDHIF

languishing on death row, the coup de grace for an industry which has spent years

investing and improving building technologies in preparation for next year, came.

buried in the bowels on page 46 of last week’s ‘Fixing the Foundations’ document from

the Treasury. Tieing in with the Government’s general deregulation approach, its

avowed aim was “to reduce net regulation on housebuilders” as part of the

Productivity Plan that George Osborne has set out to encourage them to build on more

sites including brownfield - in itself a laudable goal. 

However, there is no evidence or explanation given of how removing a target that

would produce energy efficient homes for their entire lifespan, thanks to insulation and

other measures necessary for ‘zero’ carbon, will increase productivity in terms of

housebuilding. You could be forgiven for thinking that it is more a sign that the energy

efficiency agenda for new or existing homes - despite the

Manifesto pledge to insulate a million over this Parliament -

is less important to the Government, now it has found itself

fully in charge of the reins rather than in coalition. A cynic

reading the Treasury document might say this

administration is more interested in appeasing the

housebuilding industry and embarking on projects to find

new sources of energy.         

I struggle with the notion that making homes more energy

efficient can be seen as a barrier to productivity, or in any

shape or form a hindrance to home ownership, but this is

the only conclusion you can take from ‘Fixing the

Foundations’, given the lack of any clear evidence to

support the move. To suggest that scrapping zero carbon

will galvanise the house building industry into a new surge

of productivity appears fanciful at best. By contrast, why

couldn’t we look instead at incentivising housebuilders to

make energy efficiency a selling point for their homes? This

would begin to combat the lack of education and awareness

among buyers of its importance, both to their pocket and in

terms of wider environmental benefits. From the

Government’s standpoint, increases in thermal efficiency

carry a lot of productivity benefits, not least the fact that

most insulation used is manufactured in the UK.

The PU/PIR insulation industry, which BRUFMA represents,

has spent millions on research and development towards the

introduction of zero carbon in both domestic and non-

domestic buildings.  We were, and still are ready to meet the

demands, however this volte face is another example of the

Government moving the goalposts on energy efficiency

policy which makes forward planning for our industry

extremely problematic. Such changes in policy are not

necessarily a recent phenomenon, but are characteristic of a

lack of long term planning. This is needed if energy

efficiency is to be treated as an infrastructure priority, and

somehow insulated from short term policy moves. In fact I

would go so far as to say if we are even going to have a

workable energy efficiency agenda, it needs to be

completely depoliticised. The only way to sensibly look at

the long-term goals is over three, four, five administrations,

given that the current pattern of five-year reinventions is

serving only to set us back in the international pecking

order on carbon reductions. However, whether we will also

opt out from European targets on that front remains to be

seen.

The case for investing in fabric efficiency in new and

existing buildings is compelling, has been well made and is

widely accepted, which adds to the frustration as to why so

much of the good work that has been done over recent years

appears not to carry much weight in Whitehall. Making

our homes and buildings more energy efficient reaps

economic and social benefits that more than justify the

investments, and insulation once fitted is there forever;

the gift that keeps on giving.

BRUFMA stands ready, willing and able to make a

strong case for insulating the fabric of new and existing

buildings, and we call upon the UK government to talk

to us and other interested parties. We can make the

most of the opportunity to create a built environment

that is energy efficient, to the benefit of UK

manufacturing, and therefore productivity, and future-

proof our building stock. If zero carbon truly is no more,

let’s work together to deliver a robust and deliverable

alternative.

For more information about BRUFMA visit

www.brufma.co.uk.

Zero Chance of Success
The wider energy efficiency industry can only feel perplexed and confused by the recent actions of the UK
Government, particularly given that its removal of the 2016 zero carbon homes target might have precisely
zero effect on the ‘Productivity’ that it hopes to see resulting from its ‘Plan’, says Chris Hall, Chief Executive of
BRUFMA

http://www.brufma.co.uk
www.bigfootsupport.com
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Does anyone else out there feel that today’s focus on

Modern Methods of Construction and even modern

methods of education are the biggest challenges facing

our UK slate industry?

I, for one, believe that individual sectors of the

construction industry, such as small-format roofing and

slate roofing, have their own individual needs but that

these are often at odds with the drive for modernity in

construction.

A classic example of this could be the current skills

shortage. Some might say it has been partly brought

about by the recent trend in many areas of the

construction industry to ‘de-skill’ by moving towards

off-site larger-module construction processes.

While all this is with the laudable aim of reducing

project and delivery lead times, carbon footprints and

costs (the dreaded value engineering!), I am concerned

it might be at the expense of the slate roofing process -

which may not remain viable if it is not given

sufficient consideration.

Traditional Skills and Modern Dilemmas

The future of small-element roofing seems to be dependent on a relatively

small number of high-quality roofers. These roofers remain employed by

our heritage building stock which continues to demand particular slating

expertise. However, in recent times they have also become increasingly

reliant on generic maintenance and refurbishment which does not

necessarily foster or value their specialist slating skills.

These roofers are striving to show that high-quality workmanship -

craftsmanship even - is not a lost art and deserves its place in the

construction agenda as much as any other. This message does seem to be

getting through to more and more risk-aware specifiers.

Architects and planners appreciate a roofing material that is certified and

lasts, and is warrantied to last, two to three times as long as more modern

materials (not to mention poor-quality slate), and as a bonus continues to

look good throughout its 100-year-old plus life. St Asaph Cathedral in

Denbighshire is a case in point: the Welsh Slates are still performing some

300 years after installation!

Fixing small-format roof slates is a relatively time-consuming process

which is inconsistent with the drive for better value in the supply chain –

faster build speeds, economies of scale, reducing manual handling,

increasing numbers of tight sites with restricted access and so on.

Couple these Modern Methods of Construction (MMC) with modern

methods of education and it’s easy to see why I believe the slate industry

is facing unprecedented challenges.

While the focus on offering university places to the majority of school

leavers is as laudable as some of the aims of the MMC ethos, as a parent I

feel it puts pressure on young people who might otherwise have gone into

Chris Allwood, Managing Director of Welsh Slate Ltd, discusses some challenges for the UK slate industry.

t

http://www.sigaslate.co.uk/
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a ‘trade’ straight from school. These young people are now

opting for an exam pass because that is what they are led to believe

is the real test of a skill.

Then when they graduate but find the competition for the jobs their

degree helped them aspire to is too great and opportunities too few,

they are understandably deterred from reverting to a trade because

of the >£30,000 debt they have accrued.

I believe this has contributed to the shortage of apprentices and no

amount of support from slate manufacturers like us for the UK’s

construction colleges, in terms of technical expertise and materials,

can really help with the issue of initial recruitment. That requires a

shift in strategy at the highest level.

Certainly, it can take up to four years to learn how to split Welsh

Slate. Many of our splitters’ fathers, grandfathers and even great-

grandfathers worked in our quarry. Not surprisingly, there is a huge

amount of pride in every slate produced – more than 120,000 each

week from our Penrhyn and Cwt-y-Bugail (pronounced Cut-y Big-

isle) quarries.

Some of these slates meet the MMC trend for large-module building

elements themselves, as it was not uncommon for Welsh Slate to

produce random slates in lengths up to 52” (over 1.3m long). Known

as the Queens Rag and ranging from 25” upwards, they can still be

produced today.

Lack of apprentices apart, it is not uncommon for the UK slate

industry to lose experienced roofers to the former colonies.  As in

the UK, repair or replacement of the roofs of historic buildings are

required to use materials as near as possible to the original. In

Australia for example, Welsh Slate has recently been reinstated on

the roof of Sydney’s Supreme Court due to the failure of the 30-year-

old Spanish slate. What is clear in these countries is that the

expertise of slate roofing craftsmen is highly prized, and supply

cannot keep up with demand. Let’s do all we can to avoid a similar

situation in this country.

t

www.buckleys.co.uk
www.construction.tyvek.co.uk
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According to Health & Safety Executive (HSE) 2014 figures construction

accounted for about 5% of total employees in Britain in 2013/14, but saw 31% of

the total number of fatal injuries, 10% of reported major/specified injuries and 6%

of over 7-day injuries across all sectors.  Out of 42 fatal injuries in the

construction industry over that period, 19 of them were caused by a fall from

height - 45% of total fatal workplace injuries. Falls from height also headed the

list of kind of injury leading to major/specified injuries, with 581 being reported.

As with everything, there is a cost attached to these statistics. The most

significant, of course, is the trauma caused to individuals and their families.

There are also costs to the employer such as penalties, HSE prosecutions and

fines and loss of reputation and to the national economy in terms of working

days lost, healthcare provision, welfare benefits and so on.

The legal position

Employers and employees have a general range of duties under the Health and

Safety at Work Act but since April 2005, specific Work at Height Regulations

(WAH) have been in force. A key part of the WAH regulations is the requirement

to assess risks where “a person could fall a distance liable to cause personal

injury”. This covers any height and also applies to situations where a worker

could fall from ground level into hazards like trenches, lift shafts and manholes.

The WAH regulations require employers to have a health and safety

management system that:

n Enables all work at height to be planned

n Applies the “hierarchy of control measures”

n Selects the right people and equipment for the task

n Trains people doing the work

n Inspects and maintains the equipment used

n Ensures supervision and monitoring of work as per 

method statements, work instructions and tool box 

talks.

HSE’s approach to risk management requires all employers

to follow the hierarchy of control measures. For working at

height, this involves avoiding the need to avoid work at

height where possible, where it cannot be avoided to use

work equipment or other measures to prevent falls and

ultimately, where the risk of a fall cannot be eliminated, to

use work equipment or other measures that minimise the

distance and consequences of a fall.  

Fall protection measures

Fall protection can essentially be divided into three

categories: fall prevention, fall restraint and fall arrest. Fall

prevention methods are generally what the HSE terms

‘collective’ measures, which prevent any worker from being

exposed to a fall hazard with the use of correctly

positioned guard rails and toeboards. Restraint and arrest

systems involve the use of specific personal fall protection

systems (PFPS) which workers are individually fitted and

trained for.

Fatal falls are often the result of a lack of proper safety

equipment or the absence of training and/or understanding

of how to use it and why it is important. For equipment to

be effective it must be properly specified in the first

instance and there is by no means a one-size-fits-all

solution. Understanding what particular types of system are

designed to do is essential and these fit into four basic

categories:

Restraint equipment involves a positioning system that

holds the worker in place while keeping his or her hands

free to work. While it may be used to prevent a worker from

reaching a fall hazard position, it is not specifically

designed to arrest a fall.

Suspension equipment, such as a cradle, lowers and

supports the worker while providing a hands-free work

environment. Again, its components are not designed to

arrest a free fall, so using a back-up fall arrest system is

critical.

Fall arrest system is required if there is any risk that a

worker may fall from an elevated position.  Fall arrest

systems activate only when the actual fall occurs and

would typically consist of a full-body harness with a shock-

absorbing lanyard or retractable lifeline, an anchor point

and a means of rescue.

Preventing Fallout – How to Choose and

Use Fall Protection Equipment
Fatal falls in the construction industry are often the result of a lack of proper safety equipment or its
misunderstanding or misuse.  Here, Mike Horrocks, of Capital Safety looks at what the law requires
employers to do to protect workers and offers advice on the correct use of fall protection equipment.

t
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Rescue/retrieval equipment is needed

to rescue or remove a worker to a safe

level in the event of an arrested fall. This

equipment could either allow for self-

rescue or rescue by a co-worker or

rescue team, depending on the situation.

Devices include tripods, davit arms,

winches and comprehensive rescue

systems.

Making sure that the PFPS chosen is

right for the task is, however, only part

of the equation. It is also essential to

ensure that it is acceptable to the

person using it.  If the user finds the

equipment uncomfortable, difficult to

use or feels that it hinders work, there

will be the temptation to avoid using it

or to use it in a way that compromises

its performance.  

Judging the distance

A fall arrest system will be of no use if

the deployment distance is greater than

the available clearance and this is a

factor that WAH regulations require to

be calculated. Fall clearance is the

minimum distance a worker needs so

that a fall is arrested before striking the

ground or objects below the working

area. This is more than a simple

measurement from worker to the nearest

obstruction and its correct calculation

could mean the difference between a safely arrested fall and serious

injury.

There are multiple factors to consider when calculating fall clearance

accurately. For example, the calculation formula for energy absorbing

lanyards is the length of the lanyard plus the deceleration distance of

the energy absorber plus the height of the worker plus a safety factor

(commonly 1.5ft). If the distance between the anchor point and the

nearest obstruction is less than the calculated fall clearance distance,

the fall arrest system cannot provide effective protection. If the anchor

point is not directly above the worker, swing fall distance must also be

taken into account. Charts and formulae for making these calculations

for individual items of PFPS are supplied by equipment manufacturers.

Training a vital tool

The best PFPS in the world may not keep workers safe unless they are

trained to use it. All construction employers should provide training

programmes tailored to specific jobs and their environments. Training

sessions should not be confined solely to the individual piece of PFPS

but should encompass:

n Identification, elimination and control of potential fall hazards

n Inspection, use and maintenance of PFPS on a regular basis

n Carrying out the routine of a fall protection plan

n Compliance with applicable industry standards.

WAH regulations require that anyone using personal PFPS should be

properly trained by a ‘competent person’, although do not mandate

their specific qualifications. However, this should be someone capable

of identifying risks and with the authority to carry out measures to

eliminate them. Every company should identify competent persons to

oversee their fall protection plan, conduct

fall protection training and ensure that all

employees are properly prepared before they

begin work. Major PFPS equipment

manufacturers like Capital Safety can offer

training programmes that combine

classroom or e-learning training backed up

by hands-on training. 

Inspection routines

As with all personal protective equipment,

stringent inspection and maintenance

regimes for PFPS are as important to worker

safety as choosing the right system in the

first place. Regulation 12 of the WAH

regulations set out duties for the inspection

of equipment, offering general advice on

inspection regimes and information on the

frequency, procedure and level of detail of

inspections, as well as the type of records

that must be kept. 

There are practical reasons for ensuring that

inspection is a routine part of PFPS use.

Materials used in the equipment can

degrade over time regardless of use, but a

common cause of loss or strength is through

abrasion or by damage such as cuts. Any

equipment showing signs of this type of

wear should be scrapped as should any that

has suffered a high shock load.

Securing equipment

PFPS is designed to protect individuals working at height. However,

another cause of injury in the construction industry – both to workers and

to members of the public – is dropped tools and equipment. Part of the

safety arsenal for anyone working at height should, therefore, include

equipment that prevents tools and equipment from dropping, which can

include tool belts and pouches, lanyards and tethers and attachment points.

Having a plan in place

Even with the very best fall protection system in place, it is still possible for

a fall to occur so planning and training should always include having a

written rescue plan in place that all workers are trained on and can access

at any time. Many equipment manufacturers offer sample rescue plans as a

starting point for developing your own.

With a plan in place, there are four crucial steps to follow:  respond to the

fall within a specified timescale; monitor the fallen worker, particularly if

they are suspended for a period of time; follow the rescue plan ensuring that

it avoids putting the rescuer in harm’s way; transport the worker to a safe

area.

Fall protection can, at times, appear to be a daunting task, but it need not

be. Proper equipment and ongoing training saves lives and makes

construction sites safer for all personnel. PFPS manufacturers can offer

advice and support on product selection, safety standards and regulations

and training, all designed to increase site safety and minimise the risk of

death or serious injury from a fall from height.

Capital Safety is the world’s largest designer and manufacturer of height
safety and fall protection equipment.

For more information on the range of products and support services from
Capital Safety, the global leader in fall protection equipment and rescue
solutions, visit www.capitalsafety.com.

t
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Business Development

Growing your roofing business isn’t just a worthy goal; it can be

vital for survival and economic wellbeing. But growth isn’t just

about winning new contracts, it’s about maintaining or

improving customer service and profitability levels so that you

can reliably offer best roofing practice with a commercial return.

So, whether you’re looking to expand your business or are

simply want to refine your offer, carefully weigh up your

answers to the following questions to see what more you can

do. Do you:

Target existing customers? If the first thing that comes to mind

when thinking of growing your business is winning contracts

from new customers, then you’re not alone. But, very often, the

customers you already have can be a great way for winning

repeat business. Whilst this can be tricky for domestic roofers,

who probably will have no reason to contact customers again

following a new roof installation, you could consider offering an

annual roofing inspection service to keep in contact with them.

It’s a good way to maintain relations with past and existing

customers, and boost your business with an annual fee.

How many of you simply assume that your satisfied customers

will pass on the good word? I would recommend that you don’t

just wait for it to happen: instead, actively seek referrals from

every customer. Being a member of Which? Trusted Traders is a

great way to help your company spread the word via online

homeowner reviews. Or you could ask your customers to

recommend your services via Google or social media. 

Hunt down new customers? Are you actively advertising and

promoting yourself via social media channels, or do you simply

rely on word of mouth? An excellent and cost-effective way to

help your company raise its profile and enhance its reputation

as a trustworthy and reliable roofing contractor is to join

TrustMark. Membership will automatically help you to secure

more business through third party accreditation and

endorsement. 

Introduce new services? Have you considered specialising or

training for another skill and qualification to widen what your

company can offer, or become a registered roofer for heritage

and conservation projects? You could even register for

CompetentRoofer; enabling you able to bypass Local Authority

Building Control and quickly self-certify Building Regulations on

roof refurbishments.

Heritage roofing specialists can apply to join the National

Heritage Roofing Contractors Register which is used by the four

national heritage agencies. This provides a listing of only those

roofing companies that have the skills and experience necessary

for the repair and renovation of heritage projects. 

Top up training? There have been many changes in regulations, so it

pays to keep abreast of latest developments – all of which, including the

suggestions above - can be accessed simply by being a member of NFRC.

Membership gives you a fast pass to the latest news and developments,

as well as access to workshops, free training sessions, newsletters and

blogs. Remember, it’s all about best practice, so topping up your training

means that you and your staff will always meet the exacting technical

standards required by our industry today. 

Seek business advice?  Knowing where to go and who to turn to has long

been a problem for many contractors especially when facing contractual

or legal disputes. However, if you’re a member of NFRC, you have access

to a number of dedicated services including ones offered by the National

Specialist Contractors’ Council, which offers help and support on a range

of business issues, including free credit checks.

NFRC acts as a single source of roofing knowledge and expertise to help

keep you at the top of your game. Becoming a member will not only give

you a head start on compliance, it is the gateway to joining TrustMark,

Which? Trusted Traders and Competent Roofer. Whether it’s a roofing

matter or a general business query, membership of NFRC means you can

discuss any issue with an expert at any time. You have everything to gain

and nothing to lose.

And, as the legendary American businessman, J C Penney once said:

“Growth is never by mere chance, it is the result of forces working

together”.

For more information please visit www.nfrc.co.uk or contact Gary Plahe on
020 7638 7663.

How Does your Roofing Business Grow?
Ray Horwood CBE, Chief Executive of the National Federation of Roofing Contractors

When it comes to growing a roofing business, obstacles such as inclement weather, the downturn in construction
and on-going changes in standards and regulations, make it all the more difficult.
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Envirotile
Envirotile offers unrivalled technical performance

along with excellent eco-credentials. Its precision

design utilises the latest in recycled material

technology, ensuring every tile meets the highest

standards. BBA tested : easily conforms to New

recommended guidelines in BS:5534-2014

Extremely robust - No more foot traffic problems or

concerns to tiled areas.

Guaranteed - to give your customers a truly amazing

unrivalled performance that will undoubtably minimise

your future maintenance costs.

Up to 25% quicker to fit and 80% lighter than a

standard concrete tile.

Maintains integrity at a minimum low pitch of 12.5

degrees.

Resistant to mould, moss and fungus. 

Complies with the Code for Sustainable Homes 

Fixed and interlocked in eight places making it

significantly more vandal and burglar proof. 

Contact us on 0845 2697137

It is no secret that we are currently in the midst of a country-wide

housing crisis: industry and government have been wrestling with

ever growing demand. Last year, the then Deputy Prime Minister

Nick Clegg, announced the construction of three garden cities at

various locations across the country. The number of new homes that

these developments would provide would play a vital role in

reaching the 200,000-250,000 annual target that is needed in the UK.

However, garden cities have received mixed reviews since the

utopian ideal was first made manifest at Welwyn Garden City in

1898 by Ebenezer Howard. The original idea had as much to do

with the social values of the residents as it did with the aesthetic

qualities of the city itself. Howard wanted to provide an alternative

to urban slums that had taken over the big cities causing urban

sprawl and pockets of extreme deprivation: a situation that still

resonates today.   

One of the dominant founding principles for garden cities was that

they should be green, planned and secure environments with

characterful houses. The roof is a key characteristic of a house when

it comes to projecting individuality. It is the most noticeable feature

of a building and can often be seen for miles before the rest of the

house. The importance of variation is never more pronounced than

when viewing the roofscape of a large city: it is what sets one

house apart from the next and what gives a city its essential

character.

When planning the roofscape of a new town or city, there are a number of things

to take into account if the mistakes of previous attempts are not to be repeated.

First and foremost is colour; there should always be variation in the tones and

shades of the tiles that are used to create interest and soften the newness of a

development. The shape of the tiles used on the roof coupled with the degree of

weathering help to create a landscape that adds character. Ultimately, a mix of

all these things is needed if the new garden cities are to escape the criticism of

monotone uniformity they have occasionally suffered in the past. 

One new town that didn’t quite meet expectation is Cumbernauld in Scotland.

Although residents are reportedly happy living there, the aesthetics of the area

have become the butt of many a joke and have earned the unfortunately dreer

town two Carbuncle awards for being the ‘Most Dismal Place in Scotland’. The

town’s centre is made almost entirely of concrete and considered an eyesore by

many.  

Milton Keynes is another new city created in the last 50 years. It has been

growing steadily in popularity and is particularly attractive for the London

commute. That said, the monotonous roofscape and general lack of character is

often seen as a conceptual flaw. There is little variation of building design in the

entire city and many feel there is a lack of cultural input or personality. That may

be evolving now but surely it would be better for residents if it had been

considered as an important design element in the first place?

Ebbsfleet is set to become Britain’s newest garden city, with George Osborne

announcing that the new settlement will provide 15,000 homes in its initial

phase. Local residents have said they want the area to be regenerated

and there is already infrastructure in place. But can Ebbsfleet’s

housebuilders avoid the same pitfalls as their predecessors and create an

attractive landscape?

There have been many mistakes made in the past when the visual

impact of garden cities has been compromised in a bid to save money. It

will always be cheaper to buy in bulk which is perhaps acceptable for a

small housing development but when it comes to an entire city, variation

is essential to creating visual appeal. 

With an ever increasing pressure for more houses, garden cities have the

potential to be a valuable solution but only if designed well from the

outset. The notion of a uniform town is not something that the majority of

people find appealing and it is up to the government and housebuilders

find a happy medium between cost and aesthetic quality.  

Roofscape Design Is Fundamental to
Flourishing Garden Cities
David Patrick, Head of Marketing at Redland discusses the importance of roofscape design when it comes to
the aesthetics of large scale housing developments and makes a plea for creative thinking from the outset.

www.wilsonaccess.co.uk
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When it comes to the external envelope, there has been an unquestionable increase in

building geometrically challenging structures. Much of this can be attributed to the

advancements in BIM and 4D programming, both of which help contractors fully

interact with the building components and assess their options before and during

operations, leading to a more financially secure, fluent, and technically sound project.

Another determining factor is also the earlier involvement by those responsible for

delivering external works. This move drives towards a more unified workforce and

ensures a consistent design and procurement process is in place right throughout the

project. Architects, contractors and engineers are working closer together and more

repeatedly, creating a closer understanding of each other’s capabilities. This helps

avoid potential risk and pushes the limits of innovative building design.

With its durable yet lightweight design, it’s no surprise that metal standing seam

roofing has become the trend for high profile, geometrically difficult projects within the

urban landscape. Over the years, these systems have evolved from using single skin

metal cladding to a multi-faceted pallete of materials. Now, metal roofing offers visually

pleasing aesthetics, is corrosion resistant and maintenance free, and also extremely

environmentally friendly. In the right environment, hard metal roofing will endure for

over 50 years and has a cradle-to-cradle life cycle. 

The use of low impact materials is fundamental in helping contractors reach increased

performance levels within buildings. With noise attenuation levels (the measurement of

sound entering or leaving a building) becoming stricter, a first class roofing system

that can meet the challenges of the acoustic parameters is vital. 

Standing seam systems have been a tried and tested option for over 30 years for roof

shapes. Whereas other roofing systems have fixings, standing seam profiles are

crimped over the seams and mechanically zipped to overlap laterally with each other,

offering a more robust fixing detail. From a design perspective standing seam makes it

possible to construct roofs with pitches as low as 1.5 degree, and can be rolled into

various metals such as zinc, copper, steel or aluminum to allow the formation of

complex shapes. It can also be produced in a wide range of thicknesses, profiles,

coatings, colours and finishes to suit the vision of the

architect, and is easily curved, tapered - or free-

formed in a combination of both - for various

applications.

The ability to provide on-site fabrication of standing

seam also allows roof sheets to be roll-formed to

lengths in excess of 120 metres – as opposed to them

being pre-made, which would mean they would need

to be manufactured at a more manageable length to

transport. 

Whereas some manufacturers will try and make

standing seam profiles or other roofing systems fit the

design model - inevitably relying on the

workmanship of the engineers - others have the

ability to specifically measure the structural

dimensions before creating any panels. This method

fully utilises the versatile capabilities of standing

seam as it can adapt to the structure on site,

providing an integrated bespoke system.

Incorporating an agile system that can be fabricated

continuously on-site, straight from the coil, this type

of digital service means clients can supersede

previous capabilities and reduce financial risk.

This has undoubtedly been the biggest

transformation in the past year when it comes to

visually striking projects. More contractors are

moving away from using large scale manufacturing

facilities and towards an off-site bespoke modelling

system that integrates its supply chain and BIM

capabilities. 

Our supply chain partner, BEMO for example can

take a complex geometry model at their facility in

Germany and do what’s called a cloud survey of the

structure. This is where a 3D scan can assess the

precise on-site structural components of the building,

translate this back to an off-site construction model

that ascertains the optimal position for the mounts,

and then manufactures every single sheet specifically

to fit the structure.

By integrating a 3D digital analyses system, off-site

manufacturing processes and a versatile, adaptable

roofing system such as standing seam that is

specifically manufactured to fit the design model,

contractors are able to break the boundaries of

building design and capitalise on a more

collaborative, effective supply chain.

Pushing the Envelope with Standing

Seam Roofing
Thanks to digital toolsets and advancements in manufacturing processes, building design is constantly
being pushed to spectacular new levels. Here, Stephen Walker, Pre-contract Manager at Prater explains
how standing seam systems that can be fabricated on-site are making this possible. 

http://roof-maker.co.uk
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AQUAFLEX SYSTEM
MONTOLIT PROFESSIONAL WATER SPRAY SYSTEM FOR ELIMINATING DUST

PERFECT FOR ROOFERS AND BUILDERS!

BUY ON LINE NOW @ www.kwiksplit.co.uk or Tel 01162 393671
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Primed or Painted? Alumasc Rainwater White

Paper Presents the Facts

Alumasc Rainwater has

produced a comprehensive

White Paper, which finally

lays bare the costs and

implications of pre-painted

cast iron versus primed

rainwater systems.

Having been a

manufacturer of metal

rainwater systems since

1947, Alumasc are

perfectly placed to offer

their independent findings

to the industry, with a view

to offering significant long

term savings on both new-

build and refurbishment

projects.

Alumasc’s pre-painted cast

iron is only 13% more

expensive than primed cast

iron, but the long-term cost

savings far outweigh this modest initial investment. The White Paper

explores these savings and presents the facts clearly, in terms of on-

going maintenance, system longevity and long-term protection of your

building.

If properly manufactured, protected and installed, cast iron can last for

in excess of 100 years, but all too often, primed systems that are

painted on site will suffer from premature exposure to the elements,

and if water starts to attack the building, the cost of correction work

will be massive when compared to the small initial investment in cast

iron protection.

Alumasc’s Apex Heritage cast iron rainwater lasts up to 10 years

before it needs repainting. The painted guttering goes through a

certified four-coat system, which is factory-applied under strictly

controlled conditions. The paint, which is available in 8 standard

heritage colours, has been specifically developed to give a smooth and

long lasting finish to the cast iron - this is extremely difficult to

replicate on-site. 

To demonstrate this effectively, Alumasc Rainwater commissioned a

series of independent 1000-hour salt-spray tests to confirm the

performance of their pre-painted cast iron range. 

These tests were performed on Alumasc’s factory certified painted

finish, on that of an inferior paint finish applied on site (i.e. a Non-

equivalent four-coat finish) and also on the painted finish of the

competition. 

The test results have been clearly presented in the White Paper,

offering a jargon-free resource to architects, specifiers, contractors,

facilities managers and property-owners.

To download the White Paper, visit www.alumascrainwater.co.uk.

For copies, please call 0808 200 1008. Enquiry 31

25 Years Peace of Mind

Following recent concerns regarding the pitfalls of some insurance
backed warranties it is reassuring that for projects involving lead that
there is a unique scheme offered by members of the Lead Contractors
Association. In such a specialist area as lead sheet design and
installation the opportunity should not be missed for the client,
architect, main contractor, etc to let others be responsible for long term
performance, reassured by independent verification and an insurance
underwritten 25 year guarantee. 
LCA members were the first in the roofing industry to offer an insurance
backed guarantee period as long as 25 years, but apart from the
exceptional extended period of cover, the LCA members’ Guarantee
Scheme is unique in containing two clear and critically distinctive
features. Lead sheet is a wonderful roofing material – soft, malleable and
relatively easy to work by hand – it is therefore quite easy for a general
contractor to appear competent. However more lead fails through bad
design than from bad workmanship, so how does the client/architect
know the technical details used by the installer are correct? Even if badly
designed and installed, lead sheet will often last long enough for the
installer to have been paid when any problem appears, so there is little
incentive to return to site to correct any faults. Therefore the first critical
distinguishing feature of the LCA scheme is that every project submitted
for registration is inspected on completion by a member of the LCA
Council and any detail which does not conform to BS6915 (Code of
Practice) must be corrected before registration is approved.
Secondly, if a problem arises at any point during the guarantee period,
the original installer will be notified to return to site. Critically however,
if the original contractor is no longer trading, or is unwilling or otherwise
unable to return to site, under the terms of the guarantee the LCA will
nominate another member contractor to return to site and investigate
the problem.If a fault is identified that comes under the guarantee,
remedial work will be carried out without further cost to the client,
financed by a separate Trust Fund (set up by the LCA and ring-fenced
from day to day activities.) The Trust Fund itself is insurance
underwritten to provide cover against a claim of up to £250,000.Only
members of the Lead Contractors Association are able to offer such a
unique scheme to cover leadwork installations and by doing so provide
genuine long term ‘peace of mind’ for their clients.

For more information about the Lead Contractors Association or for
further details of the LCA Guarantee Scheme,
contact us at:

Telephone: 01342 317 888 E-mail:
info@lca.gb.com

Website: www.leadcontractors.co.uk 

Enquiry 80
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WELCOME TO OUR 
   WORLD OF EPDM

CERTIFIED CONTRACTOR
For information on becoming a 
HERTALAN® certified contractor 
or distributor contact us.

CARLISLE® Construction Materials Ltd / Tel +44 (0)1623 627285 / Fax +44 (0)1623 652741 / info@hertalan.co.uk / WWW.HERTALAN.CO.UKCARLISLE® Construction Materials Ltd / Tel +44 (0)1623 627285 / Fax +44 (0)1623 652741 / info@hertalan.co.uk / WWW.HERTALAN.CO.UK

WELCOME TO OUR 
WORLD OF EPDM

CERTIFIED CONTRACTOR
For information on becoming a 

/  Europe’s first producer of EPDM membranes;
/  top quality products for over 50 years;
/  wide range of roofing and façade 

membrane systems;
/  unique and weldable roofing rolls for 

mechanical fixing;

/  EPDM is the ideal product for any green roofing project;

/  training courses and presentations for contractors.

Howzat for a Slate Roof!

Working with Balgores Roofing to bring the mixed-
use project at Kent County Cricket Club (KCCC) to
life, SSQ has supplied in excess of 8,000 m2 of its
Del Carmen, First grade, slates for installation on
the roofs of new homes surrounding the club. The
residential part of the mixed-use scheme, which
comprises 48 detached houses, required materials
to complement the surrounding landscape and
traditional architecture. SSQ’s Del Carmen First
slates were selected in order to preserve the very
specific look and feel that the new build properties
needed to achieve. Ian Mitchell, Senior Surveyor
from Balgores Roofing said: “Meeting the NHBC’s
roofing standards, SSQ’s Del Carmen First slates
were a great fit, combining the aesthetic look and
feel the properties needed without compromising
on the ability to meet very certain standards. In
order to achieve a sleek, uniform look, all slates
were nailed into place – the roofs are certainly
worthy of their new home at the site of the
prestigious cricket club now.” An exclusive slate
from North-West Spain, Del Carmen is consistently
picked by architects around the world for its unique
blue-black colour and exceptionally high quality.
For more information on SSQ Del Carmen and
natural slate visit www.ssqgroup.com.

Enquiry 79

Prater to Deliver Roofing
Package on Battersea
Regeneration

Prater has been appointed to deliver roofing and
facade works on two key areas of the £8 billion
redevelopment of Battersea Power Station. The
mixed-use development is set to create over
3,500 new homes – which will turn Battersea
into one of London’s most thriving communities.
Work began on site at the end of last year, with
Prater appointed by Carillion to carry out Phase
1 works comprising of blocks RS-1A and RS-1B –
two ancillary buildings on the Battersea Power
Station site. The specialist contractor will
provide copper cladding, glazing & structural
waterproofing to RS-1B, followed by a bespoke
glazing system and traditional zinc cladding to
the Penthouse Lanterns of RS-1A. Prater will also
apply glazed balustrades and primary and
secondary steelwork to both buildings. Once
complete, the redevelopment of the Battersea
Power Station site will comprise of a variety of
retail stores, restaurants and bars, a six-acre
park, a community theatre, and residential
apartments, which will provide views of the
internal courtyard and rooftop gardens as well as
the Thames. For more information on the
Battersea development visit:
www.batterseapowerstation.co.uk/#/ For more
information regarding Prater’s portfolio visit:
www.prater.co.uk.

Enquiry 38
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The Proven Choice for
Roofing Consultants

In March 2015, Roofing Consultants Ltd, a
leading commercial and industrial roofing
contractor, undertook a substantial gutter
refurbishment project at a large electrical
and industrial component distributor in
Nuneaton. When Roofing Consultants was
tasked with providing a long term solution to
stop the building’s gutters from leaking they
knew that Gutterline would be the right
solution. “For this particular project, our
team had a short timescale of just 4-6
weeks, and we needed a solution that would
immediately resolve the issue of leaking
gutters with minimal disruption to the
client,” commented Richard Lennon, MD of
Roofing Consultants Ltd. “Having
incorporated Plygene Gutterline within our
specifications for many years, we know first-
hand that the solution was ideal because of
its flexibility, ease of installation and 25 year
guarantee.” As Gutterline is made to
measure for every project, Roofing
Consultants knew that it would fit into the
variety of situations that it had at the
distribution centre. A particular challenge of
the project was the complexity of the existing
syphonic system, however because the team
at Roofing Consultants had completed the
free training course at H D Sharman, the
installation was relatively straight forward.
For more information visit
www.hdsharman.co.uk/. Enquiry 64

Enquiry 12
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From the 1st October 2015, wide-ranging changes in consumer

legislation and the rights of consumers will come into force, as well as

the rules regarding the supply of goods and services. These changes are

extensive and it is important that they are understood by all tradespeople.

Here, and in the following two articles, Don Waterworth discusses the

new Consumer Rights Act 2015 (CRA) and its significance for

tradespeople working on residential properties.

It was considered by the Government, and indeed the EU, that consumer

laws were difficult to understand and hard to enforce on behalf of

consumers, leaving many consumers disadvantaged and somewhat

confused about their rights and remedies in the event of a dispute with a

tradesperson or company.

Perhaps, if contractors are being honest, they would admit that

consumers’ rights have, in fact, not been well cared for in the past. When

householders have received shoddy service their route to receiving

redress has not been easy or timely. Working on a television programme

recently with industry watchdog presenter, Dom Littlewood, I had to

prepare an Expert report on a conservatory built by Anglian 11 years ago.

The roof had leaked from the first month of installation. Surely no one can

argue that this is an acceptable or satisfactory state of affairs.

Trading Standards 'Enforcers'

So the extensive changes brought about by the CRA 2015 are undeniably

necessary, but will they have teeth? 

Well, from 1st October there will be a new breed of Trading Standards

‘enforcers’. These enforcers will be checking your contract terms and

conditions, scrutinising your letterheads to see if they are legal and will

be prosecuting tradespeople for any transgressions. Expect these

enforcers to be especially rigorous for the first months after the 1st

October change!

Your Contract

You will need to ensure that your contractual document and T&C's

comply with the CRA 2015. (The 'Unfair Terms in Consumer Contract

Regulations 1999' have been absorbed into the CRA 2015).

Your contract must be clear and concise when describing what works

you are to carry out for the consumer and for what price. You cannot be

ambiguous. Under the CRA 2015 you must describe as precisely as

possible the job, its materials and its price. The price must be fair and

the job carried out within a fair timescale. You will be penalised if you do

not comply. 

Your correct company identity must be on your contracts, including all

contact details and address.

The T&C's of your contract must be 'fair', 'clear' and 'concise'. If any of

your T&C's are deemed unfair, then you could be found in breach of

contract and may need to reimburse and, or, compensate the consumer.

As you will be selling goods and services off trade premises, usually at a

consumer’s home, then a cancellation period of 14 days is given to the

consumer. Your contract must make this clear, ideally with a

cancellation 'tear off slip'.

Be aware – even if you do not provide a written contract,

anything you say to the customer will be regarded as binding if

the client relies on it.

Your Standards

The CRA 2015 mostly mirrors previous consumer legislation

which stated that, 'goods must be of a satisfactory quality, fit for

a particular purpose and should match any description, sample or

model by reference'.

However, this is where the first grey area is encountered. The

CRA 2015 states that, 'what counts as satisfactory with regards

to quality/finish is determined by what a reasonable person

would think is satisfactory'. 

Goodness me!  How many 'unreasonable' consumers do you

cross paths with? We can only hope that clients agree with the

hypothetical reasonable person!

Disputes

This is a particular area of concern as the CRA 2015 stipulates

only one chance of remedial work for the tradesperson. In effect,

one strike and you are out! 

A consumer’s right to reject a job after one unsuccessful attempt

to fix the problem is meant to be a powerful incentive for

tradespeople to assess their product quality and installation

standards. 

If things go wrong, the consumer can either fully reject the job,

or ask for a repair, replacement or a discount. They do not have to

accept multiple attempts to put things right before taking further

action.

In my next column I will be exploring what form that further

action can take and what that means for you as a tradesperson.

Attention! A Consumer Tsunami is
Coming
The Consumer Rights Act 2015 - Overview   Don Waterworth, Chartered Building Engineer, Building
Surveyor and Expert Witness
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Let’s start with the basics - when we think about fall protection, the

ultimate goal is to ensure people who work at height are kept safe -

and so every product and solution developed for the roofing industry

must meet that need. It sounds simple, but there is a plethora of fall

protection systems out there, and so choosing the best solution is

not always an easy task.

For us, extensive testing of all products and systems is key to

success, in particular with representative roof testing, as this

ensures product performance fully meets the needs of those working

at height.   

Industry standards and guidance

In the roofing industry, the main focus and products specified are

anchor devices and there are standards and guidance already in

place for their testing. The EN 795 standard governs the testing of

anchor devices, and should be considered as an absolute minimum.

EN 795 came in to force in 1996, and has recently been updated to

EN 795:2012 which sets out more robust testing requirements. 

As well as this, the introduction of the ‘Magenta Book’ - ACR[M]:

Testing of Roof Anchors on Roof Systems - in 2009 provided

additional guidance to EN standards, recommending the testing of

anchor devices on representative roofs. Interestingly, the Magenta

Book was put together as a result of limitations in EN 795:1996. This

guidance makes total sense - it is purely about testing EN 795 rated

products on a representative substrate. 

Having been involved in the development of both, I believe EN 795

and the Magenta Book provide the industry with a powerful set of

guiding principles. 

As an industry we are responsible for protecting people working at

height, and therefore all fall protection equipment should be tested

to meet, and if possible, exceed, the very latest testing requirements

and guidance - and to do that properly, employing the right testing

methods is key. There are a number of considerations to bear in

mind when it comes to ensuring the highest standard of

manufacture.

n Intended purpose: Understanding the intended purpose and the 

roof structure a device will be used on is the first step, as this 

will determine the test methods required.

n Representative roof test: this is testing of complete and 

representative (6m x 6m) roofing systems, taking into 

consideration the supporting structure (purlins, decks, spacer 

system, insulation and waterproofing cover). 

n Dynamic drop test: This test is conducted using a 300kg mass 

dropped through a distance of 1.5m, on one post connected to 

the roofing system. This is three times the test mass requirement in 

795 requirements. 

n Multi-directional testing: This sees testing in line with, across and 

at 45 degrees to the seam, profile or deck - ensuring all possible fall 

angles are tested.

Risks of sub-standard testing

Naturally there are a number of risks of not considering the best test

methods - injuries to people, damage to buildings, and negative impact

on reputation and business. EN standards are not legally enforceable

however and the Magenta Book is only guidance. So while it may be

possible to get away with less, manufacturers have a moral obligation

to do their utmost. 

And this is our message. As an industry we should embrace EN

795:2012 CEN TS 16415:2013 and the Magenta Book - both work

together to ensure the best fall protection test methods, and in fact a

Magenta Book update is now due and will reference both EN 795:2012

and CEN TS 16415:2013 updates and be more specific about

representative testing.

My main point is this: by ensuring products and test methods ALL

meet the LATEST standards, as an industry we can then truly be proud

of doing our job correctly.  

Improving Industry Standards for Fall

Protection Testing
In an age where falls from height are still the most common cause of injury and fatality at work -
accounting for nearly 29% of injuries to workers - it has never been so important for the roofing
industry to ensure that its fall protection solutions are of the highest standard. Test methods play a
fundamental role in getting this right. Tim Bissett, Technical Manager at Latchways, tells us more.
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When I first joined the Lead Sheet Association around

18 years ago as a technical officer, it became apparent to

me that whilst providing technical advice to the

industry was important, it was only going to go so far in

improving standards of leadwork in construction.

Only through developing a more qualified and skilled

workforce would standards improve dramatically. That is

why in 1997 the LSA started developing more training

courses and in 2008 opened its bespoke training centre

in East Peckham, Kent. 

I was very involved in identifying the need for, and

creating, our Specialist Apprenticeship Programme

(SAP), which provides a good grounding in all the skills

a good leadworker should have. The key thing that was

important to me when we created it was that it had to

reflect what the industry wanted or it wasn’t going to be

a success. Apprenticeships are very much talked about

across the political spectrum at the moment but it is

only by putting what you create at the heart of the

industry that you get people signing up.

I think our track record shows we have paid much more

than lip service to apprenticeships at the LSA for many

years now. The LSA is the only Centre in the UK

providing apprenticeships in leadwork and since we set

up our SAP in 2008, 29 apprentices have qualified and

another 15 are working towards completion of the

course. 

A flexible learning environment

One of the things we hear time and time again from

students who take the SAP is that the flexibility works

for them. They also enjoy the learning environment we

have created. 

Some people don’t like academic learning but why it

works is that the LSA has created a learning

environment for apprentices that is flexible and

encouraging – it isn’t like being at school but our tutors

make the clear link between theory and practical skills.

The two-year programme results in a QCF Level 2 qualification and combines

attendance at the LSA training centre with on site training and assessments with

an employer. Students end up with a broad range of skills to allow them to tackle

all but the most specialist jobs.

Funding support for employers

As well as providing young people with great leadwork skills for a lifelong career,

the great thing about the SAP is that if you are a contractor paying the CITB levy

you can claim back significant amounts for the training you send employees on.

Grants often cover more than the training costs and can lead to the employee

being in credit as it makes a contribution to cover the time of staff on the training. 

For example, the grant funding available for a contractor sending a member of staff

on a Specialist Apprenticeship Programme is £7650. Once the cost of the training

has been deducted this means the employer receives a contribution of £2312 for

sending their staff on training.

So, not only do you (and the industry) end up with a highly skilled worker, you

can access substantial funding through CITB – a win-win situation surely? 

But don’t just take our word for it. Elliot Newman, owner of EMN Leadwork

contributed to a new short film we made recently to give people more of an insight

into the facilities we have here at the LSA Training Centre and the way we work

with employers, training providers and students. Elliot sends all of his employers

through the SAP because, as he says in the film  “I benefit from sending my

employees to the LSA Training Centre, not only because they get the best

training, they learn properly and I benefit because I have got skilled workers that

work for me.”

So, what’s not to like about the leadwork SAP? If you are an installer it gives you

a great grounding for your career, and if you are an employer it provides you with a

skilled workforce able to tackle any construction job involving lead sheet, with

funding thrown in to boot.

To find out more about the SAP and other training the LSA offers visit
www.leadsheet.co.uk/training.  You can also see our new film that gives an overview
of what we offer.

Specialist Apprenticeship Programmes
– a win-win situation?

Nigel Johnston, General Manager at the Lead Sheet Association takes a look at how the Specialist Apprenticeship

Programme in leadwork can help benefit individuals and companies alike
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The Apex Angle....

For people cooped up in stuffy offices during the summer, the idea of working outside sounds
heavenly. Actually, many roofers find that the heat can bring with it a number of difficult challenges.
Here, industry expert Jackie Biswell looks at how to weather the season and ensure you – and your
roof – won’t melt.

The summer is here, the sun is shining and office workers

are stuck inside with rubbish air-conditioning, sealed

windows and a distinct smell of sweat in the air.

They may well be loosening their ties and wishing they

were out in the fresh air but some jobs can be hard work

during a heatwave – and roofing is one.

Health and safety

Togged up in heavy black work boots, a hard hat, long

trousers and safety goggles, temperatures for a roofer mid-

summer can reach a hideous 120f. And that’s before they

have begun laying the roof.

The Trades Union Congress (TUC) sees a dramatic rise in

reports of fainting, dizziness and cramps from manual

workers between May and September and warns that for

some, the heat also places a dangerous burden on lungs and

hearts.

Other common medical conditions associated with working

in overheated workplaces include asthma, throat infections,

and rhinitis.

The TUC has recommended maximum safe working

temperatures of 27ºC for manual workers and 30ºC for

sedentary workers but controlling the environment for people

working outdoors is difficult. Roofing is particularly

hazardous, as there is rarely any shaded areas on a roof.

The TUC suggests that such workers have regular breaks

and drink a lot of water and that management arranges for

workers to rotate to jobs in shaded areas whenever possible.

The ideal situation would be to start work early and finish

before the temperatures reach their daily highs.  This is

obviously difficult when working in populated areas or

working on sites when the Principal Contractor doesn’t want

to open the site up until later in the morning.

Top tips

Employers should endeavor to send employees to work

during cooler times of the day, provide more frequent breaks

and introduce shading to rest areas. 

During some really hot spells I have been known to pull my

workers off site and have arranged for them to work in the

early evening. Don’t forget, a summers evening is as long as

a winter day. 

Employers should also provide free access to cool drinking

water and encourage the removal of hard hats when there is

nothing above, although often site rules won’t allow this.  

Tips for personal protection:

n Wear high factor suncream. 

n Keep your top on. This will help protect your skin. Choose light coloured, 

cotton fabric.

n Stay in the shade during your breaks and especially at lunchtime.

n Drink plenty of water to avoid dehydration.

n Check your skin regularly for any unusual moles or spots. See a 

doctor promptly if you find anything that is changing in shape, size or 

colour, itching or bleeding.

How does the heat affect our homes?

The first real line of defence against the heat is a building's roof. On a hot day, a

good roof should release – not store and absorb – the sun’s heat. So how do

common roofing choices perform when the weather gets hot?

Slate tiles

Slate is durable and beautiful: light colored and earth-toned slate help to reduce

the heat absorbed by a building because it has natural reflective properties. 

Terracotta tiles

There is a reason why these are so popular in places like Spain, Mexico and

Italy where the heat gets really intense. They survive the test of time and

relentless baking in the sun.

Traditional terracotta tiles are molded into a half-barrel or "S" shape, forming

interlocking arches across a roof. Space beneath the arch of each tile allows for

air and water circulation and runoff, which prevents heat capture and keeps the

home below cooler.

Concrete tiles

Less expensive than slate and clay, concrete is heavy and takes a long time to

heat, making it a good material for changeable climates. 

Metal roofing

Available in a range of finishes, and can incorporate insulation

Painting an old metal roof can increase its solar reflectance and thermal

emittance.

Bituminous flat roofing.

Relatively cheap, solar reflective coatings are factory applied and, as well as

protecting the waterproofing from harmful UV, also help to regulate the

temperature. 

Single-ply polymer roofing.

Light colours reflect sunlight and heat. Installation is less temperature sensitive

than bituminous flat roofing materials in really hot spells.

For more about Apex Roofing visit www.apexroofinguk.co.uk or join in the
discussion on Twitter @apexanglia
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New BluRoof Waterproofing
System from Alumasc sees first
UK installation

Alumasc’s
pioneering BluRoof
waterproofing
system has been
used at the new
University of
Bristol Lecture
Theatre, marking
the first ever
BluRoof
installation in the
UK. As part of the project, nearly 400m2 of the
innovative BluRoof system was installed by
Alumasc’s Registered Contractor M&J Roofing
of Bedford, along with a Blackdown fully bio-
diverse green roof system also from Alumasc.
The main challenge was to achieve water
attenuation despite planning constraints.
Architect, Tim Healy, of Fielden Clegg Bradley
Studios, explains: “Planning stipulated that
there should be no increase in water discharged
into the drain infrastructure, but also there was
to be no visible ventilation equipment or tanks
used on the build.” M&J’s Steve Roche, said “We
were pleased to have been involved with this
revolutionary project. The fitting of both the
waterproofing and the green roof element went
very smoothly, and we were provided with first
class technical support from Alumasc through
every step of the project.” Alumasc’s BluRoof is
a new concept in water management, using flat
roofing spaces to capture storm water, releasing
it at a controlled rate into the drainage network
via a flow-restricting device or further
attenuation structures - in this case, the bio-
diverse green roof. Visit
www.alumascroofing.co.uk or call 0333 5771
500. 
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The Secret is Out! Rainclear
Systems’ SnapIT Boltless
Aluminium Range

SnapIT is a premium quality aluminium gutter
system, which simply clicks together without
the need of nuts, bolts and washers saving time
and reducing the hassle involved in fitting. The
standard stock range comprising the Half
Round (115 or 125mm) and the Victorian
Moulded Ogee (125 x 100mm) with a swaged
round downpipe (65 or 75mm) is available in
smooth matt black for next day delivery, or in
a choice of 26 standard RAL colours on a 10
day lead-time. At a significantly cheaper price
than either cast iron or cast aluminium, it’s a
perfect choice for builders looking for a quality
rainwater system at an affordable price. “We’ve
recently extended the range and started
keeping more in stock as the secret gets out
and demand for this innovative product
increases. Sometimes your choice can come
down to how quickly the parts can be delivered,
so we aim to save our customers time and
hassle there too."  Visit the Rainclear website
www.rainclearsystems.co.uk to see the range
for yourself and save 25% on the list price
during July 2015 or  call 0800
644 44 26. Enquiry 77

Big Names in Broadcasting to
Host UK Construction Week

UK Construction Week is pleased to announce that
the influential broadcast journalists John
Humphrys, Krishnan Guru-Murthy and Steph
McGovern have all been confirmed to host the
main stage seminar programme at the event in
October. Bringing their insight and journalistic
experience to the show, the hosts will steer the
conversation, tackling the key industry issues
through a comprehensive schedule of high-profile
debates, panel discussions, CPD seminars and
practical workshops. John Humphrys will take to
the stage on day one as topics such as
governmental policy, the housing crisis and the
economy are discussed. Day two of the main stage
will be chaired by Financial Correspondent for the
BBC Steph McGovern. Well known for saving Black
& Decker over £1 million on their Leaf Hog product
design, Steph’s sharp business insights will be
brought to discussions of skills shortages and
future infrastructure projects. Krishnan Guru-
Murthy will lead the final day of proceedings on the
main stage as topics such as procurement
opportunities, BIM and unifying the industry are
addressed. Taking place at the Birmingham NEC
from 6 – 8 October, UK Construction Week
combines 9 shows under one roof, uniting 1,000
exhibitors with an expected audience of 55,000
visitors.  Visit
www.ukconstructionweek.com. Enquiry 78
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Fast Curing Cold Liquid Systems
Provide Blitz Waterproofing Solution

Morris Blitz Court is a residential housing estate
in Hackney that has undergone an extensive
amount of refurbishment works as part of the
Decent Homes Programme. Included within the
approved scheme was the renovation of all the
building’s balconies and walkways, as well as the
transformation of the 1,000m2 concrete podium
deck into an aesthetically pleasing social space.
Bauder cold liquid applied systems was chosen
as the optimal solution. One of the major
challenges for this project was the low door
thresholds connecting to the podium deck,
which couldn’t be raised, meaning that the
build-up for the majority of the cold liquid
waterproofing and landscaping elements would
need to be less than 100mm in height. The
surface of the deck consists of three finishes:
permeable paving on the ground floor patios and
walkways, artificial turf to serve as a communal
garden and rubber mulch to create a play area
for children. Balconies and communal walkways
were waterproofed with Bauder’s cold liquid
reinforced waterproofing layer; which is
extremely fast curing and can withstand foot
traffic in an hour. Residents remained in situ
throughout the installation so working hours
were scheduled to accommodate this. Despite
the challenges encountered all works were
completed on time and to budget. Call (0)1473
257671 or visit www.bauder.co.uk.

Timber Expo Keeps On Growing!

Preparations for the first Timber Expo to take
place at UK Construction Week are well
underway, as a string of industry leaders sign
up to exhibit at the show this October. Among
some of the prestigious names taking to the
stage is Coillte Panel Products, the UK and
Ireland’s leading manufacturer of timber panel
solutions, which will be showcasing Medite and
SmartPly. Mike Harrison, of Coillte Panel
Products commented: “AsTimber Expo joins up
with the wider industry for the first time as part
of UK Construction Week it gives us more
opportunities to interact with buyers and
specifiers from across the entire built
environment.” Another major name joining the
exhibition is British Gypsum, the UK’s leading
manufacturer of interior lining systems.  With a
broad range of products suitable for a number
of applications, the company is one of the most
well known suppliers of partitioning solutions
for all types of construction. Some other sign
ups include: Koppers, an integrated global
producer of carbon compounds, chemicals and
treated wood products; closed-panel building
system manufacturer Val-U-Therm; glulam
specialist HESS Timber; roof deck and bearing
systems manufacturer WIEHAG GmbH; and
EcoCurves, a renowned manufacturer of glulam
timber arches – to name but a few. See
www.ukconstructionweek.com or follow
@UK_CW on Twitter.

Natural Light Specialist Introduces New Range of Glazed Roofs
A national supplier of innovative roof glazing solutions has introduced
a new range of products in response to high demand for alternatives to
the classic, bolt-on conservatories. The decline of the conservatory
market over the last few years has been counteracted by the industry
with new product development which has revived opportunities for
conservatory installers, thanks to an evolution towards “more
sophisticated, orangery-style rooms, and integrated, bespoke glazed
solutions.” To help customers make the most of the latest market
trends, LB Roof Windows is now supplying the Atlas range of Roof
Lanterns and Skyroom - the contemporary looking solution that bridges
the gap between conservatory and orangery. Skyroom is the perfect
solution for applications where the aspiration for an orangery might not
be met by a budget to match. The slim roof frame and 40mm internal
ridge and rafter sections allow for larger glass areas, maximising the
natural light and creating the sensation of space, while the unique
raised beam delivers an authentic orangery look. The roof system is

also perfect for the replacement market, thanks to its ability to transform a conservatory into a mock
orangery, dramatically improving efficiency and usability of the space. For more information call LB
Roof Windows on 01623 624500 or visit www.lbroofwindows.co.uk

Capital Safety Acquires Python Safety Inc

Capital Safety, the world leading provider of safety
solutions for workers at height has announced the
acquisition of specialist manufacturer of tool drop
prevention equipment, Python Safety, Inc. Capital
Safety's industry-leading products, which include
harnesses, lanyards, self-retracting lifelines, engineered
systems and rescue devices, are sold through the globally
recognised brands DBI-SALA® and PROTECTA®. The
addition of Python Safety to the portfolio will support

Capital Safety’s mission to bring every worker at height home safely by focusing on eliminating
accidents from dropped tools. Nate Damro, President at Capital Safety, said: “Struck-by falling
objects is a leading cause of injury for workers and Python Safety’s portfolio of products are designed
to prevent tools and equipment from falling. This deal enables us to bring a broader range of
solutions to our customer base and helps them keep their employees safe.” Mark Caldwell, CEO of
Python Safety, added, “As a combined organisation, we will be able to leverage Capital Safety’s
global organisation and distribution channels with our core strength in drop prevention to broaden
our reach and bring even more innovative solutions to a larger customer base.” For further
information on Capital Safety, visit www.capitalsafety.com. For details on Python Safety, go to the
website www.pythonsafety.com. 
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Icopal Helps Dog Kennel Get
Back On Its Feet

Following a devastating fire at a Bourne dog
rescue home, Icopal is helping in the home’s
re-build by providing a number of roofing
products via the Stamford branch of Jewson.
Dawsmere Kennels, which is shared by
Dawsmere and Three Counties Dog Rescue,
suffered a fire in the site’s reception area,
which sadly saw the loss of three rescue dogs.
Since this devastation, the charity along with
the help and support of local businesses and
customers, has been working hard to re-build
the savaged area and to make it bigger and
better than before.  Along with support from
companies such as Icopal who is donating
Torch On Underlay and Cap Sheet, the charity
is also seeing food and bedding donations
along with a team of volunteers to help clear
the damage caused by the fire.   Brian Dunn,
Regional Sales Director at Icopal commented,
“On hearing about the fire, we were really keen
to help in any way we could to get the dog
rescue centre back up and running as normal
as quick as possible. This tragedy has really
shown how a community can pull together and
it's great that our product will go someway to
supporting this.” For more information on
Icopal, visit www.icopal.co.uk. 
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Derbigum Offers Roofing Solution
for Historic Refurbishment

Alumasc’s Derbigum Roofing System has been
used at Hampton Court and Richmond Court -
two historic five-storey apartment blocks,
which have undergone a £2.9m refurbishment
for Birmingham City Council as part of the
Constructing West Midlands framework.
Derbigum was the preferred system for the
project as it had been used successfully by the
client’s architect Acivico in previous
installations and offers a unique 25 year
single-point warranty covering both the
waterproofing system and associated Alumasc
products. The old roof was stripped back to
ascertain whether any damage had arisen as a
result of the local area being bombed during
WWII. A total of 800m2 of Derbigum Mineral in
charcoal was installed to the roofs of both
buildings by Alumasc’s Registered Contractor
Brindley Asphalt Ltd. To minimise the
appearance to the external façade, the
Derbigum roofing system was dressed to
encapsulate the perimeter parapet and
Alumasc’s Skyline polyester powder coated
aluminium coping system was installed.
Alumasc’s Derbigum Mineral is a 4mm high
performance flat roof membrane system with a
protective mineral finish which is BBA
approved, fully warranted, UV resistant and
has a life expectancy in excess of 30 years.
Visit www.alumascroofing.co.uk or call 0333
5771 500. 

Pasquill in Posi-Joist Class of
its Own at Derbyshire School

Pasquill, the UK’s largest supplier of roof
trusses, has manufactured and delivered metal
web floor cassettes for 1200m2. at a new school
being built in Derbyshire. Over 800 Posi-Joists
were made at Pasquill’s Chorley, Bodmin and
Taunton manufacturing sites, before being
assembled into cassettes at Chorley, ready for
delivery to site at Reigate Primary School in
Mackworth. Posi-Joists are metal web joists,
which combine the light weight of timber with
the strength of a steel web. They offer easy
access for the installation and maintenance of
the services in a floor zone. This is a particular
benefit with the move towards more sustainable
buildings in which an increasing number of
mechanical ventilation and heat recovery
(MVHR) systems are being installed, driving
architects and specifiers to look for a versatile
solution. Pasquill used 18mm OSB decking to
finish off the Posi-Joist cassette floor panels
supplied to the school. The use of cassette floor
panels has become increasingly popular thanks
to their ability to improve safety on site and to
speed up the installation process dramatically.
Pasquill’s client, Innovaré Systems is providing
an energy efficient structure using their i-SIP
Structural Insulated Panel system. 

Jet Cox Offers a ‘Baker’s Dozen’ of Automatic Smoke Vents
Britain’s most famous fire – which engulfed the capital in
1666 – reportedly started in a bakers shop in Pudding
Lane and resulted in the first regulations on building
construction to try and prevent future catastrophes. By
coincidence the selection of “Smoke and Heat Exhaust
Vent Systems” or smoke vents offered by Jet Cox Limited
extends to 13 sizes all of which are fully compliant with the
latest CE EN 1 2102-2 Certification.  In fact the Jet Cox
FireJet 165 24V/48V has been developed to provide
automatic smoke extract in the event of any type of
conflagration and thereby create a smoke free layer above
the floor by removing both smoke particle and any
potentially life threatening combustion gases.  The FireJet
165 models can be activated by a dedicated smoke alarm
or a remote third party fire detection system and are fully
compatible with any modern building management

system. Crucially the FireJet 165 is available with battery back-up in case of mains power failure.
Jet Cox can provide clients with additional design support by calling 0121 530 4230   email:
mrevie@jet-cox.co.uk  or visiting www.jet-cox.co.uk.

Calling All Roofers – UK Worker
of the Year 2015 Could Be You!

Dickies is proud to announce that the UK
Worker of the Year 2015 competition, to find
Britain’s top workers and ultimately the UK
Worker of the Year, is now in full swing. The UK
Worker of the Year competition has already seen
a roofer stake their claim for the prestigious
title, with Dean Gerstel, a roofer from Barnsley
finishing runner up in 2013. Dean, who took
home £2,000 in holiday vouchers, said:
“Coming second in UK Worker of the Year 2013
was a complete shock and has done my
confidence the world of good. I would encourage
anyone to enter as it is free and it’s great that
Dickies reward hard workers.” UK Worker of the
Year 2015 is sponsored by Dickies, in
association with Kawasaki. This year’s winner
can choose between a Kawasaki Ninja 300 and
holiday vouchers up to the value of £5,000. This
year’s winner will also have the chance to win
£100K cash at Brands Hatch at the final British
Superbike meeting in October, should he/she
predict the top 6 riders placing of the final BSB
race. To find out more about the competition or
to enter UK Worker of the Year 2015 please visit
www.ukworkeroftheyear.com.

Industry Falling Short of Mandatory BIM Target says UK Construction Week
Three quarters of construction professionals do not believe the
industry is ready to meet mandatory BIM Level 2 requirements
by 2016, according to research conducted by UK Construction
Week in partnership with BRE, the leading authority on the built
environment. Just over 74% of respondents think the industry
will fall short of this target, which will come into effect for all
central government projects next year.  Worryingly, a further
62% do not understand what is needed in order to meet the
requirements of BIM Level 2. The research, which questioned
more than 1,200 architects, contractors, developers, engineers
and product manufacturers about their experiences of BIM,
revealed a number of uncertainties in the industry.  Hosted as
part of the Build Show, the BIM Prospects Theatre will feature a
packed seminar programme examining how BIM can increase
efficiencies, save time and reduce costs.  Taking place at the
Birmingham NEC from 6 October, the main UK Construction

Week stage will bring the entire show programme to a close on Thursday 8th October with a panel
discussion about the outlook for BIM in the UK.  For more information please visit
www.ukconstructionweek.com or follow @UK_CW on Twitter.
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First Class Stamp of Approval
for Seamsil

SEAMSIL® was specified to secure the long
term performance of the roof at one of Royal
Mailʼs main UK retail outlets. The prestigious
Birmingham Mail Centre takes the number of
UK-wide mail facilities treated with SEAMSIL®
to more than 200. It’s over 20 years since
Delvemade invented its patented silicone
external repair system, for cut edge corrosion
on profiled plastisol/PVDF coated steel roof
sheeting. The system was developed with Itac,
its parent company. With BSC (now Tata Steel),
Delvemade devised an effective and long-term
solution to cut edge corrosion, a problem
affecting the metal roofs of many of its
premises. It can be caused by a combination of
poor installation techniques and on-site cutting
plus attack from acid rain and pollutants,
which are then retained as moisture in critical
roof overlaps and gutter overhangs resulting in
corrosion of the profiled steel roof sheets. The
SEAMSIL® installation at Birmingham Mail
Centre was undertaken by approved contractor
Mayfair Refurbishments - a qualified applicator
with extensive experience in the treatment of
cut edge corrosion. Delvemade distributor
Giromax undertook product control whilst
overseeing the installation. For more
information call Delvemade Limited on 01204
868604 email delvemade@itac.uk.com or visit
www.delvemade.co.uk.
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VerdiRoof - a Complete Green
Roofing System in One

Delivery

SIG Design & Technology has launched a new
green roofing system that comes in a single
delivery. Called VerdiRoof by Verdico, it’s
available in a choice of covering; sedum
blanket, plug plants and seeding and the
growing medium is proven to be carbon
negative. Easy to use, there are 10m2 of
VerdiRoof per pallet and up to 250m2 can be
delivered in one load. VerdiRoof is suitable for
a warm/inverted roof build up. Its unique
drainage system protects the waterproofing
and helps sustain plant life.  Even ‘greener’
than other systems, the growing medium for
VerdiRoof is UK sourced and comprises
pumice, bark compost, and a unique carbon
capture pellet (which is a by-product of the
UK aggregate and waste industry). In tests,
the University of Greenwich found each cubic
metre of extensive substrate to have a CO2
footprint of minus 7kg. Contact: 0844 443
4778 www.singleply.co.uk/green-roofs/.
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Icopal Ahead of the Game
Although changes to BS 5534 Code of Practice for Slating
and Tiling only came into effect on 1st March 2015, Icopal’s
Decra roof tiles and underlay products, which are fully tested
and approved by the BRE, have been designed in line with
the requirements for some time. BS 5534 provides guidance
on best practice for installation of a pitched roof. An update
to wind load calculations means that all single lap tiles will
have to be fixed mechanically. Icopal’s Decra roof tile system
meets the fixing element of BS5534 fully as they are secured
through both top and bottom edges into battens and are
suitable for roof pitches from 10o-90o. With lightweight
underlays now commonplace, BS5534 requires that these
are securely installed and dependent on the exposure of the
roof to wind uplift, batten gauge and the underlay selected it

may be necessary to seal the lap of underlay. The Monarperm range of underlays from Icopal help
fulfil the requirements outlined under BS5534 whatever the project requirements or location. Daniel
Tucker of Icopal commented, “As a company, we have worked hard to provide products that really
help guide best practice within the industry and both our Decra and underlays are great examples
of these.” For more information visit www.icopal.co.uk.  

New Look for Dartford Cottage

In order to restore character to the structure, a
cottage in Dartford, Kent has undergone a
roofing makeover, with 4,000 of SSQ’s standard
grade Domiz roofing slate tiles replacing the old
roof. The previous bevel shaped roof slates on
the cottage were over shaped and had lost
adequate headlap, which led to the roof leaking.
The owners, who purchased the property in
2014, wanted to restore the character to the
170-year-old building and felt that one of the
most effective ways of achieving this was to
replace the old slates on the roof. The owners
also wanted a cost effective solution that
wouldn’t compromise on quality, as such, SSQ’s
standard grade Domiz slates were selected.
Paschal Fennelly of Roberts Roofing said:
“Replacing the roof wasn’t just a standard
slating job - it was important to the new owners
that the character be restored back into the
structure following the demise of the old roof
slates. SSQ’s standard grade Domiz slate
worked perfectly as a match for the original
slates.” “The slates were cut to a specific
design, with some being hexagonal and the
others being square allowing for an interesting
and detailed design. Importantly, SSQ’s Domiz
slate also came in on budget.” To find out more
visit www.ssqgroup.com.

Baker Street Building Transformed by Bauder Green Roof 
82 Baker Street located in the Marylebone district of Westminster
in London is a commercial building that has recently undergone an
extensive amount of renovation work. Central to the new
developments was the refurbishment of the building’s flat roof,
which included the creation of a green roof terrace area with
impressive views across the West End. The original flat roof
covering had surpassed its life expectancy and begun experiencing
water ingress so urgently needed attention. The building consists of
a number of roof areas with a variety of pitches and floors totalling
over 1,400m2. The roof was shrouded with unsightly equipment and
redundant air conditioning units which needed to be removed. Wind
uplift calculations and weight loadings were performed by flat roof
manufacturer Bauder for the new green roof system. All of the
original waterproofing on the main roof areas was removed before
being replaced with Bauder’s premium reinforced bitumen system,

which included a highly efficient tapered insulation for superior thermal performance and improved
drainage falls, ensuring the roof achieved the required average 0.16 U-value. On the new ballasted
terrace roof area, 400m2 of Bauder’s bituminous green roof system was installed with wildflower
blanket around the roof perimeter delivering an instant carpet of vegetation.

Saint-Gobain PAM UK Extends
VortX Roof Drainage Range

Saint-Gobain PAM UK, part of international
materials company Saint-Gobain, has extended
its range of cast iron, VortX roof outlets with
the launch of a new 150mm vertical body unit.
Designed in accordance with BS EN 1253, the
new, BSP threaded outlet has a compact
vertical body and is available with both a flat
and domical grating, with the domical version
achieving a flow rate of 14.5 litres per second
– making it one of the highest performing cast
iron roof outlets on the market. Connections to
160 OD pipework are made using a cast iron
spigot adaptor. The rest of the VortX roof range
includes a 100mm vertical outlet as well as
balcony outlets with flat and notched gratings,
along with two-way outlets, clamping rings and
raising pieces. All bodies are available as
spigot and BSP versions, allowing connection
to cast iron, PVC and other materials. To
ensure durability, all of the flat gratings in the
range are sherardised, which provides a hard
wearing and anti-corrosive finish. Cast iron
domical gratings, clamping rings and raising
pieces in the range are supplied black epoxy
coated. For more information on the new range
of VortX roof outlets, visit www.pam-
vortx.co.uk.

Cembrit Slating Expertise Now Available in Print
Cembrit has developed a Fibre Cement Slates guide to provide
specifiers, craftsmen and tradespeople with information for the
successful design and installation of pitched roofing with the ever
popular fibre cement slates. The book demonstrates how all forms of
slating and fibre cement technology offers users peace of mind not
available from other suppliers and highlights the wide range of slates
and accessories the company offers. The 80-page document, entitled
‘A Guide to Double Lap Slating with Fibre Cement Slates’ provides a
full explanation on technical specification, design considerations,
colour availability and installation advice. “Cembrit has been
manufacturing fibre cement products for over 80 years” explains Ged
Ferris, of Cembrit.  “The content of the brochure draws on that depth
of experience to offer detailed advice to anyone wanting to specify and
install fibre cement slates.  Fibre cement man-made slates continue to
grow in popularity due not only to the cost and installation benefits but
also aesthetic advantages over concrete tiles. Our aim is to support
this move by providing a useful document that covers the key aspects
of fibre cement specification. To download the brochures and to find
out information on all other Cembrit products, visit www.cembrit.co.uk.

Protect and Repair Damp Chimneys with Safeguard Europe
Chimneys are vulnerable to rain penetration, especially in winter,
and Safeguard Europe, the UK’s leading specialist in damp,
waterproofing and masonry repairs delivers comprehensive
solutions and superb technical support for external and internal
treatments. Its high quality products deals with the causes of damp
and its effects: masonry and mortar decay, and spoilt internal
decorations from contaminated plaster. Stormdry Masonry
Protection Cream is a colourless water-repellent cream that is
applied to brickwork in one coat and lasts up to 30 years, forming
a breathable barrier against water. Internally, the Dryzone Express
Replastering System will deal with chimney breasts that are
contaminated and stained. Dryshield Cream is a breathable, salt-
resistant water-repellent that weakens the crystal strength of salts
forming in or at the masonry surface and is for ‘dab’ fixing

plasterboard directly to masonry surfaces. If plasterboarding is inappropriate, Renderguard Gold for
re-rendering improves the workability of the render and maintains its vapour permeability while
being resistant to salts. Where repairs to chimney DPC trays are required, Dryzone cream or Dryrod
damp-proofing rods can offer quick to install simple remedies. Safeguard Europe offers one-day
courses on dealing with damp in buildings. Call 01403 210 204 or visit www.safeguardeurope.com.
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Icopal Liquid Waterproofing System Flying High as Roofing Awards

Icopal’s Elastoflex Waterproofing System used to refurbish
Terminal 3 Heathrow Airport by approved roofing contractor
Mitie Roofing soared to success in the Liquid Roofing and
Waterproofing category at The UK Roofing Awards 2015. The
Awards recognise and reward outstanding standards of
workmanship and safety within the roofing industry Having
reached the end of its useful life, the roof over Heathrow
Terminal 3 departure lounge required its existing waterproofing
system to be removed and replaced.  Mitie Roofing was faced
with a number of significant logistical challenges one of which
was to ensure no disruption was caused to the daily operation
of the lounge. The system installed also needed to be flame free
to reduce the risk of fire and flexible to be able to accommodate
the large amount of plant and equipment on the roof.  In
addition, both winter and summer time working had to be considered.  The solution was Icopal’s
Elastoflex Solvent Free Liquid Waterproofing Membrane and the specified warm roof system
included Icopal’s Micoral SK self-adhesive vapour control layer, Thermazone Roofboard PIR
insulation and Pyrobar self-adhesive underlay as the carrier membrane.   For more information on
Icopal, visit www.icopal.co.uk. Enquiry 60

A.Proctor Group wins Scottish Family Business of the Year 2015 
A.Proctor Group has won the 2015 Scottish Family
Business of the Year Award. With over 3 million
family firms in the UK, the Family Business of the
Year Awards was established three years ago to
celebrate the contribution that family businesses
make to the UK economy. Innovation has run
through the Proctor family for as long as they can
remember and the company, which was founded in
1934, is now run by the fourth generation as today’s
nationwide supplier of Thermal & Acoustic
Insulation, Timber Cladding and Ground Gas
protection products as well as a range of innovative,

market-leading vapour permeable membranes, all of which are still manufactured in Scotland. In
more recent years product diversification and export to new countries has meant the A Proctor Group
enjoying the best year recorded in 2014. Keira Proctor, Managing Director of Proctor Group was
delighted with the win saying: “This prestigious Family Business of the Year award gives all of us who
contribute to the A.Proctor Group’s success a real boost as we actively seek to build and expand upon
our achievements. I would like to thank our employees who are our biggest asset for
their hard work and dedication to the A.Proctor Group.” 

New Quotatis Ratings and
Reviews to Benefit Contractors

and Consumers

Quotatis, the leading consumer and business
quotation service for home improvements, has
added a major new feature which offers their
expanding network of contractors the
opportunity to gain insight into their customers’
opinions. As part of the new upgrade, Quotatis
contractors will have their own company page
featuring their company logo where they can list
the services they offer and the area they serve.
They will have access to a new ratings and
review feature, which allows consumers to give
their contractor a star rating and a review in
their own words, giving reassurance to future
customers and helping contractors to build up
their reputation.  Quotatis’ Tom Crosswell said,
“The reviews are only from Quotatis users who
have sought a quote from one of our sites or
engaged the services of one of our members, so
the problem of fake reviews, which other
services suffer from, isn’t an issue.” After the
BBC’s recent report about businesses
purchasing fake reviews, Tom explained: “Our
review system is a ‘closed loop’ meaning it isn’t
open to fake reviews in the same way other
platforms are. You can only submit a review if
you’ve had dealings with that particular
contractor.”

NFRC Launches Membership Awareness Campaign

A new membership awareness campaign has been launched by The National Federation of Roofing
Contractors, (NFRC). Entitled ‘Get Smart, Get Savvy, Get NFRC’, the campaign aims to educate the
roofing community on the role of the UK’s largest roofing trade association, and to promote all the
benefits that membership brings. NFRC today represents over 70% of the roofing industry by value.
Determined to widen its reach, NFRC aims to dispel any myths that may be stopping some
companies from joining. It also aims to encourage existing members to take full advantage of vastly
increased membership benefits. Ray Horwood CBE, Chief Executive of NFRC explains: “The idea
behind the campaign is simple. We want existing members to ask themselves whether they are
getting the most from the body that represents their interests, and ask non-members what they don’t

understand about the support that NFRC provides. Roofing
is a great business and we want companies to know and
understand everything that the Federation stands for, and
how it can seriously help their business in a whole host of
ways. He continues: “Membership of NFRC goes way
beyond roofing. We can help keep businesses on issues
such as employment, taxation, legal disputes, health and
safety and other general business matters.”

M&J Group wins National Roofing Award with IKO Roofing

M&J Group won the Best Flat Roofing Refurbishment Project award
at the National Roofing Awards in May using IKO’s products. The
winning project was the sensitive and challenging refurbishment of
the Neo-Natal Unit roof at Hammersmith Hospital. It was selected
from over 100 entries throughout the UK. The project faced a
number of challenges due to the nature of the building. The roof top
plant, which covered almost the entire roof space, services the
internal climate, the MRI scanner and the delicate medical
equipment. It was essential that the equipment remained in full
working order throughout the project, so great care and
consideration was taken. M&J specified IKO SafeStick PrevENt
flame free application system combined with IKO Polimar cold
liquid applied system where complex detailing was required.
Richard James, M&J Managing Surveyor said: “IKO is a key supply
chain partner for us. We’ve worked closely with them on a number
of projects throughout the UK and have a great relationship with the
team. The combined expertise of M&J and IKO meant that the

project was successfully completed with minimal disruption to the hospital and on
budget, giving the client a roof they could rely on for years to come.”   
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EPIC Appoints New General
Secretary

Engineered Panels in Construction (EPIC) is
extremely pleased to announce the appointment
of its new General Secretary, Martin Hardwick.
Martin has been a passionate and active
member of the construction industry for over 25
years and possesses extensive senior
managerial experience, both with leading
construction materials supply companies and
trade associations. In his various roles, Martin
has helped to drive forward industry
engagement with stakeholders and develop
closer ties between trade bodies. He is a keen
advocate of sustainable practice, and has
played a fundamental role in the development
and deployment of industry metrics, targets and
regulatory documents including sustainability
Standards, BES 6001 and BS 8902. Martin’s
appointment follows retirement of director,
Peter Trew who joined EPIC in 1997, and has
made a major contribution to the industry’s
knowledge base through his tireless work with
insulated panel systems, and production of
several significant UK and European guidance
documents. Peter also chaired the CEN TC128
committee responsible for EN 14509 for
sandwich panel systems. Visit the website
www.epic.uk.com or follow EPIC’s Linkedin
page: www.linkedin.com/company/engineered-
panels-in-construction.
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Sundolitt’s New Specifier Literature for High-Performance XPS
Insulation Board
Sundolitt – the UK arm of Sunde Group, Europe’s leading polystyrene
products manufacturer – has launched a new set of specifier support literature
aimed at helping construction and civil engineers, building contractors,
architects and building materials distributors to select quickly and easily from
a wide range of options of density, thickness, size and format of XPS board
to suit every application. Sundolitt XPS is an extremely durable, thermal
insulation board which is not only lightweight but is also able to withstand
extreme loads. Its water resistance means it can be stored and installed in
severe wet weather conditions with no risk of deterioration throughout its life.
XPS is easy to cut and customise on site with no special equipment or tools
required. XPS has proven performance in a wide range of construction
applications including commercial and domestic flooring, inverted roofing,
cold stores and civil engineering projects such as car parks, landscaping, rail,
airport and road building activities. XPS is also ideal as a large void fill where
strength and durability are essential to safety, stability and longevity. The
new specifier literature is available by contacting Sundolitt’s UK expert team who can help and advise
architects and specifiers on 01786 471 586 or email enquiriesuk@sundolitt.com.

Sika Sarnafil Projects Come Out on Top

It has been a fantastic year so far for Sika Sarnafil, with
numerous projects, contractors and architects using its
roofing products winning prestigious awards, right
across the UK. Most recently, the Joseph Black Building
at the King’s Buildings Campus at the University of
Edinburgh won the Single Ply Roofing category in the
National Roofing Awards. Submitted by Briggs Amasco
and project managed by Summers Inman, the
refurbishment was recognised for its outstanding
workmanship and aesthetic qualities. Earlier in the year
at the RIBA South East Regional Awards, the top honour
– Building of the Year Award – went to Haworth Tompkins

for its restoration of the Chichester Festival Theatre. The refurbishment also picked up the Sustainability
Award and architect, Lucy Picardo of Haworth Tompkins, was awarded with the South’s Architect of
the Year prize. A further prize winning project, the £31 million Redcar Leisure and Community Centre,
won the Regeneration Award at the RICS North East Awards. Also shortlisted in the Design through
Innovation category, the community centre was the first large-scale use of Sika Sarnafil’s new Self
Adhered Membrane.  For more information on Sika Sarnafil’s products and services, call
01707 394444, email sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com or visit www.sarnafil.co.uk. 
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Bauder ‘Revolutionaries’ Cycle
190 Miles for Charity

On the 16th - 17th May 2015 a group of 45
individuals from flat roof manufacturer Bauder,
including Managing Director Andrew Mackenzie,
took part in the Mitie London Revolution - the
largest multi-day sportive in the UK. The group
of cycling enthusiasts (known as the Bauder
Cycle Revolutionaries) embarked on the iconic
190 mile loop around London over two days.
The driving force and motivation behind this
team challenge was to raise £10,000 for three
worthwhile charities: Breakthrough Breast
Cancer, Prostate Cancer UK and CRASH - the
construction industries' charity for homeless
people. At the time of completing the two day
event, Bauder had actually managed to raise in
excess of £17,000, emphatically surpassing
their original goal. When presented with the
news of the amount Bauder has raised so far
Jenny Vaidya, Fundraising and Events Manager
at CRASH stated: “CRASH would like to thank
everyone who took part in, or made a donation
to, Bauder’s Cycle Revolutionaries Challenge.
We will add further value to this amount with
donations of professional expertise and
donations of buildings materials to create a real
and lasting impact for homeless people.  We are
so grateful for all the support, it
really will make a difference.”

New product Range helps
Builders Capitalise on Home
Improvement Spending Surge

A leading roof window supplier has launched a
comprehensive new range of products, which
opens up even more opportunities for builders to
win new business. LB Roof Windows recently
added the Sunsquare flat roof range of
aluminium skylights to its portfolio to answer an
ever more diversified demand for specialist roof
products. The Sunsquare range consist of a wide
choice of skylights – available in either a fixed
version, or hinged opening with both electrical
and manual opening systems, roof top access
and walk-on units. The company’s sales director,
Adrian Cooper, says the new range is already
proving popular due to being extremely versatile.
The skylights can be specified for any type of
application, offering an ideal solution to allow
natural light in, while maintaining high energy
efficiency performances. The company supplies
one of the largest ranges of roof windows
available for next day delivery anywhere in the
UK. Their product portfolio includes the Aurora,
Dakea and Velux roof windows, all of which are
manufactured by the internationally renowned
VKR Group, as well as Coxdome flat roof domes
and a very wide range of accessories. All products
can be purchased from www.lbroofwindows.co.uk
or call LB Roof Windows on 01623 624500.

Longworth Launches Solar Division
Leading building envelope specialist Longworth has
launched Redsky Solar to combine expertise in roofing
with a full rooftop Solar PV design and installation service.
Building on Longworth’s 150 years of experience in the
roofing industry, new solar division Redsky is one of the
only solar companies in the UK to offer PV installation by
roofing experts. Paul Smith, MD of Longworth and Fellow
of the Institute of Roofing said: “The growth in the
renewables sector and the increasing drive towards
sustainable construction made strengthening our solar
offer a natural step for Longworth.  “Solar panels can be

fitted to new or existing roofs to save money on energy bills and reduce carbon emissions. Our
engineers bring together expertise in roofing and solar, so Redsky Solar clients have the added benefit
of knowing that installation will not damage the structure of their existing roof or compromise roofing
guarantees.” Longworth has already been involved with over 7,000 solar installations on public sector
and commercial properties and is confident that having dedicated solar arm Redsky will help them
to grow this area of the business.  For more information about Longworth and Redsky visit:
www.longworth-uk.com/ and www.redskysolar.co.uk or call 0151 556 0535.

SIGA Heritage Stone Roofing helps Restore The Lodge Trust
Bespoke reproduction stone roof tiles from the SIGA
Heritage range were chosen to replace failed imported tiles
on the Lodge Trust building - a residential home for people
with learning difficulties in Market Overton, Rutland.
Overseen by David Tubshaw, Conservation Officer at The
Lodge Trust building for Rutland County Council, a bespoke
Collyweston reproduction stone tile was specifically
developed to meet an authentic texture and colour match
for the building’s original roof. The failed slates, which had
only been laid 18 months previously, were replaced with
new Rutland tiles from the SIGA Heritage range. As the
stone was newly developed for this project, Greys Artstone
Ltd roofers were the first to use the product. Initially resistant to specifying concrete reproduction
tiles, Mr Tubshaw’s feedback was that he was “delighted with the Rutland tiles, as the new stone gives
the appearance of the original”, continuing: “The quality of the SIGA Rutland Heritage Reproduction
Stone is excellent, and I have added peace of mind that the product comes with a 25 year guarantee.”
SIGA Heritage Reproduction Stone has been designed in consultation with professional roofers,
conservation officers and architects, and achieves an easy to lay slating format, which results in a
coursed and diminishing stone roof. Visit www.sigaslate.co.uk or contact 01480 466777.
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New Range of Ball Bearing
Pressure Rollers for Roof

Layers

Sievert are launching a new range of pressure
rollers for professional roof layers. The new
ball bearing pressure rollers are fitted with
ergonomical wooden handles. The rollers
come in several different models for work with
both hot and cold seaming of varying layered
seams in, for example, membrane roofing.
The new pressure rollers are used to seam
membrane roofing using hand welding, for
example with Sievert’s hot air tools. Although
these can also be used for membrane that is
cold seamed with different types of glue.
“Correctly welded membrane is essential to
the overall weather proofing of the roof,”‘said
Mikael Brelin, Sievert AB CEO. “The right sort
of pressure roller is essential to attaining
optimum results with hand welding. And each
of the various membranes and welding
methods require their own particular roller,”
he added. Consequently German-
manufactured range of 11 Sievert rollers come
in several sizes and in such materials as
silicon, steel and PTFE-plastic. The wooden
handles are ergonomically designed to allow
the roof layer to apply the required pressure
easily when scarfing. The integral ball
bearings allow the roller to run lightly over the
work surface and the working life of the
pressure roller is thus maximised. Visit
www.sievert.se for more
information.

Fiat Professional to Exhibit at
UK Construction Week

Fiat Professional is the latest vehicle
manufacturer to sign up to making its
commercial vehicles available to visitors to test
drive during the three trade days at UK
Construction Week, 6 – 8 October. The
commercial vehicle test drive feature offers
visitors a chance to sample vehicles from a
number of different manufacturers during the
event at the National Exhibition Centre (NEC) in
Birmingham. Visitors will be able to book a 30
minute test drive of a vehicle of their choice,
completing a three mile test circuit in and
around the NEC – giving them the perfect
chance to find out which vehicle is best suited
to their business. What’s more, they will be
able to learn about all the latest gadgets,
finance packages and performance details of
all the latest vehicles from a wide variety of
manufacturers – including FIAT Professional,
who will be exhibiting on stand B4/1305 of the
Build Show in addition to taking part in the test
drive feature.  UK Construction Week will bring
together nine shows, 1,000 exhibitors and
more than 55,000 visitors.  Free to attend, it
will be the biggest event for professionals
working in residential and commercial
construction planning and design. Visit
www.ukconstructionweek.com or follow
@UK_CW on Twitter.

IKO Launches new Spectradek

IKO Polymeric has launched Spectradek, a
single component, factory-engineered roof
panel, made from a high performance single
ply TPE waterproofing membrane with
insulation and a trapezoidal steel deck. The
new Spectradek system is suitable for both flat
and pitched roofs, and r roofs with convex or
concave curves. Spectradek utilises
Spectraplan TPE as its waterproofing
membrane, which has a BBA certified life
expectancy of 30+ years. Incorporating a
range of membranes and accessories,
Spectraplan TPE systems combine the best
performance characteristics of thermoplastics
and elastomerics. A major benefit of TPE
membranes is its excellent welding
characteristics with an impressively wide
welding window with operating temperatures
from 200°C to 650°C and can be machine
welded extremely quickly at speeds of up to
seven linear metres a minute. Free from
halogens and with no plasticisers or HCFCs,
TPE membranes also doesn’t require solvents
or generate smoke, so it is a fumeless, safe
and a quick product for contractors to install.
IKO Polymeric offers a ‘one-stop-shop’ for
waterproofing, with a range of single ply
roofing systems including insulation and
adhesives. To find out more about Spectradek
call 01257 488000 or visit
www.ikogroup.co.uk/polymeric.

New JCP Anchor Calculation
Programme 

Leading suppliers of anchor products to the
construction industry, JCP Construction
Products, has launched the next generation of
its Anchor Calculation Programme (ACP),
providing solutions for anchoring into both
cracked and non-cracked concrete. Complex
calculations are often required, and the JCP
programme provides a straightforward system
of data input with a large number of anchor
configurations. By offering options for both
cracked and non-cracked concrete, JCP brings
a more accurate and cost efficient solution to
the industry. The tool has been designed for
engineers, specifiers and architects to simplify
specifying connections to surfaces such as
floors, ceilings and walls, and takes into
account loadings, spacings and edged
distances. All the relevant information is
entered into the program and a selection of
suitable anchors are displayed in an easy-to-
digest pdf format and high resolution 3D
graphics. This can be used at the start of the
project for specification as well as keeping a
record of the fixings used, for future reference.
To download the JCP Anchor Calculation
Programme for free, visit:
www.jcpfixings.co.uk/anchor-calculator-tool.
Or for a live demo visit the Hexstone stand at
Torque Expo 13-14 October at Silverstone,
Northants or see www.torque-
expo.co.uk/registration.

Lightweight Roof on Activity
Centre Contributes to

Excellence Award Nomination 

A lightweight steel roof installed by Metrotile UK
on a leisure facility in Wiltshire contributed to a
sustainable project which has been nominated
for a regional award. The new building on the
PGL campus in Liddington near Swindon has
been nominated for the South West LABC
Building Excellence Awards 2015, thanks to its
sustainability credentials which include the
Metrotile roof. PGL, which is based in Ross-on-
Wye and operates 22 activity centres in the UK,
France and Spain took over the site in
Liddington five years ago and recently began
working on new guest accommodation. The new
timber frame building of 116 rooms, took just
28 weeks to install from the ground up,
including a rapid roof installation using a
Metrotile Bond profile in charcoal. Metrotile UK
supplied custom fittings so that a retrofit
photovoltaic system could be installed. Tomy
Thompson, Regional Property Manager for PGL,
said: “This was our first use of Metrotile as they
offered the best value proposition. We were very
impressed with the quality of the product and
the customer assistance. For us, the benefits of
lightweight steel roofing are the speed of
construction and lack of forward maintenance.”
Visit www.metrotile.co.uk.
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Big Names in Broadcasting to
Host UK Construction Week

UK Construction Week is pleased to announce
that the influential broadcast journalists John
Humphrys, Krishnan Guru-Murthy and Steph
McGovern have all been confirmed to host the
main stage seminar programme at the event in
October. Bringing their insight and journalistic
experience to the show, the hosts will steer the
conversation, tackling the key industry issues
through a comprehensive schedule of high-profile
debates, panel discussions, CPD seminars and
practical workshops. John Humphrys will take to
the stage on day one as topics such as
governmental policy, the housing crisis and the
economy are discussed. Day two of the main
stage will be chaired by Financial Correspondent
for the BBC Steph McGovern. Well known for
saving Black & Decker over £1 million on their
Leaf Hog product design, Steph’s sharp business
insights will be brought to discussions of skills
shortages and future infrastructure projects.
Krishnan Guru-Murthy will lead the final day of
proceedings on the main stage as topics such as
procurement opportunities, BIM and unifying the
industry are addressed. Taking place at the
Birmingham NEC from 6 – 8 October, UK
Construction Week combines 9 shows under one
roof, uniting 1,000 exhibitors with an expected
audience of 55,000 visitors.  Visit
www.ukconstructionweek.com. Enquiry 78
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Tremco Rapid Cure Roofing Membrane Beats Showers

As the saying goes, always mend the roof when the sun is
shining. But the British climate means that professional
roofers have to work in less than perfect weather conditions all
year round; and, while it is possible to fix felt and tiles in a
steady downpour, a liquid flat-roofing membrane traditionally
demands dry conditions. Now though, with Tremco’s Repoma
Rapid Cure Roofing Membrane, based on methyl methacrylate
(MMA) technology, the problem is negated. With this fast-
curing membrane that has a service life of at least 10 years, a
new flat roof can be installed all year round. Tremco’s Rapid
Cure Roofing System is suitable for both new-build and refurbishment work. Thanks to the wider
attributes of MMA resins, these products have the flexibility and crack-bridging qualities to ensure
long-lasting, trouble-free flat roofs. The membrane cures in just 30 minutes and can be walked on
after an hour. Curing times are unaffected by temperature. TREMCO’s Rapid Cure Membrane can
tolerate working temperatures from -30 to +90°C, whilst remaining fully flexible and vapour
permeable. It is also fire resistant, offers the best possible penetration resistance and can withstand
extended UV radiation at far higher levels than we get in the UK. For further information on tremco
illbruck and a copy of the brochure, please visit www.tremco-illbruck.co.uk.

New Chimney Drip Tray
Solution to Chimney Stack

Damp Problems

The Chimney Drip Tray is a new game-changing
building product developed to help ensure that
chimney stacks remain weatherproof and free
from damp build up and damage. The Chimney
Drip Tray is designed to replace flaunching,
where the mortar used can be easily penetrated
by damp and also allows rain to drip over its
edges onto the chimney stack’s brickwork.
Successfully presented to both the Brick
Development Association and the National
House Building Council, the Chimney Drip Tray
comes in kit form and can be easily installed to
provide instant weather protection to a chimney
stack. Suitable for existing and new builds,
brick and stone chimney stacks and even
chimney stacks that have distorted out of
shape, the Chimney Drip Tray achieves a neat,
professional finish and, more importantly – a
weatherproof edge which will help the chimney
stack stay in prime condition for many years to
come. The Chimney Drip Tray has now
successfully achieved a full 20 year product
patent and is developing its market with several
approaches already made to stock the product
as an in-house roofing line. Furthermore the
product’s inventor is now actively seeking
private investment to take this potentially
international product to the next level. The
Chimney Drip Tray is available to buy online at
http://chimneydriptray.com/ and can be
customised to fit any stack.

SterlingOSB is the Smart Alternative to Ply
If you’re looking for a general purpose wood panel product that’s
strong, durable, environmentally friendly and almost half the
price of imported softwood ply, look no further than Norbord’s
SterlingOSB. Already the best-selling brand of OSB (oriented
strand board) in the UK, SterlingOSB is widely used by builders
for hoarding and shuttering and by most UK timber frame
manufacturers in their wall and floor cassettes. But old habits die
hard in the construction industry, and many builders still use
softwood ply, despite the fact that it costs £8 or £9 more per
panel than OSB. “There’s still a perception in some parts of the
industry that plywood is somehow ‘better performing’ than OSB,”
explains Norbord’s David Connacher. “It’s probably because
people are more familiar with it and it has a smooth, flat surface
which, of course, OSB does not,” he adds.“But plywood can
include natural defects, such as knots and splits, which OSB

doesn’t,” adds David. “SterlingOSB is a highly engineered product made of several layers of wood
fibre, each carefully orientated to produce maximum strength in all directions”. SterlingOSB is
made very cheaply using forest thinnings a sustainable forest management by-product and is BBA
certified. For further information, call 01786 812 921 or visit www.norbord.co.uk.

Hadley Launches New Purlins and Side Rail System

Structural engineers and fabricators will be able to enjoy significant
system weight savings thanks to the launch of a new purlin and side
rail system, with improved supporting software. Developed by the
Hadley Group in response to customer demand, the new
UltraZED™2 delivers average weight savings of 6-13 per cent
compared to other market leading systems. The UltraZED™2
purlins, UltraBEAM™2 side rails and all components in the range
have been completely redesigned and tested extensively. The result
is a new purlin profile that is both lighter and stronger than
competitor systems.  Its generous 70mm flat fixing face enhances
both sheeting installation and air permeability performance.
Available in single and double span systems, the section range has

been expanded to fill design criteria cases where solutions were not available, enabling engineers to
design for spans up to 13 metres and include sleeveless double span, sleeved and Heavy End Bay
systems. Hadley’s advanced Design Suite™PRO software supports the new purlin range, making
choosing the right gauge and depth option for the job quick and easy. With contemporary user
interfaces the software is designed to be completely intuitive and can be used with the minimum of
training. For further information visit www.hadleygroup.com. Alternatively call 0121 555 1340 or
email ask.bpd@hadleygroup.com.

Build Show Unveils Comprehensive Seminar Programme
Drawing on a wealth of industry expertise,
the Build Show, part of UK Construction
Week, has revealed details of its wide-
ranging seminar programme for the event,
which takes place at the Birmingham NEC
in October. Taking place during the first
three days of UK Construction Week (6 – 8
October) the seminar programme is split
into the Homebuilding and Site Zones, with a varied schedule of industry leading speakers in each.
Visitors will also be able access additional content such as the Careers Centre in association with the
House Builders Federation, a commercial vehicle test drive zone and a dedicated section for civil
engineering. Richard Morey, Group Events Director at Media 10, the event company producing UK
Construction Week, commented: “Throughout the planning process we have kept our visitors’
business needs firmly in mind and have developed the seminar content accordingly. Each of the
sessions has been designed to help answer the burning questions: what is happening in the industry
that I need to know about, how can this help me win more work and how can I increase my profits.
I genuinely think we’ve created a useful programme that will deliver real insight to these issues and
add value to visitors and exhibitors alike.” For more information please visit
www.ukconstructionweek.com or follow @UK_CW on Twitter.

Thin Reflective Photon Range
Gets Broader

PhotonAir, a new air-open reflective insulating
breather membrane from Thermic Technology
has achieved listing status from Travis Perkins,
one of the UK’s largest builders’ merchants.
PhotonAir also achieved LABC Registered
Details in April and Thermic Technology
believes the listings will provide the
springboard it needs in a competitive
insulation market. For use in roof and walls,
PhotonAir is made with high density glasswool
encapsulated between a perforated reflective
lower layer and Klober Permo® air and is
installed in the same way as a standard roofing
tile underlay, is water tight and upgrades
thermal insulation without condensation risk.
Its launch complements PhotonFoil, a thin
reflective composite insulation for loft
conversions, extensions and re-roofs. Thermic
Technology believes PhotonAir provides better
breathable capabilities thanks to Klober
Permo® air technology the product allows
more water vapour to pass than air-closed
membranes. NHBC accepts the use of
membranes certified as both air and vapour
open without the need for supporting ridge or
high level ventilation. Ideal for hard to insulate
buildings PhotonAir can be installed without a
vapour barrier or the need to counter batten so
there is no change in the roof height of a
building. Visit www.thermictechnology.co.uk.
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Securikey Retractors and Cases Keep Tools
Close to Hand

Securikey, a leading supplier of physical
security products, has extended its
comprehensive Key Reel offering with
the new range of T-REIGN Retractors
and Cases. Designed and manufactured
by the same team that developed
Securikey's best-selling, robust Super
48 key reel range, T-REIGN Retractors
feature high strength polycarbonate
bodies and are built to last, even in the

most demanding industrial and commercial environments. Specially
designed for those who work at height or within an environment where
the loss of an item could cause injury or production downtime,
Securikey T-REIGN Retractors are ideal for securing work tools or
belongings such as mobile phones or radios within easy reach. With
three different attachment options available, including Karabiner, Velcro
or Belt Clip, Retractors can be secured to most types of clothing, work
belts or bags, and a quick-disconnect universal end fitting makes it easy
to switch out tools and belongings. Extending the options, the Securikey
T-REIGN ProCase is the first product of its kind to combine a protective
thermoformed case with an inbuilt retractable tether, safely securing
items while offering weather, water and impact resistant protection.
Contact Securikey on 01252 311888, email enquiries@securikey.co.uk
or visit the website at securikey.co.uk.
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Metsec Purlins on Song for New Stand at
Watford FC Stadium

Specialist structural steel
manufacturer, Metsec has
supplied its light gauge,
galvanised steel zed purlins
and side rails for the new
3,000 seat Watford FC
Community Stand at Vicarage
Road. The Watford FC

Community replaces the 1920s Main Stand, which was closed in 2008
due to safety concerns. Installation of the purlins and side rails was
carried out by Dudley-based contractor Structural Steelwork, working
for main contractor GL events, which began construction in October
2013. Stuart Micklewright, Director at Structural Steelwork Ltd said:
“When constructing stadiums and sporting arenas, safety is always the
first consideration. As such, wind loading is always critical in the design
of stadium roofs, with high uplift values expected. “We chose Metsec
purlins because of the reliability of the product. We worked closely with
Metsec and used their MetSPEC building shell design software to
calculate loadings. Together, we identified that a mixture of heavy end
bay purlins and a butt system was the safest, most structurally efficient
and cost-effective solution.” Metsec’s range of Z-section purlins and its
Z- and C-section side rails have also been used in the roofs of a number
of high-profile sporting arenas, including Wimbledon’s Centre Court, the
Glasgow Velodrome, the Oval Cricket Ground and the Ricoh
Arena, Coventry. See www.metsec.com. Enquiry 36

Fastest Ever Fuel Card Application from The
Fuelcard People

Van users can now apply for a new
fuel card in record time, using the
online application service from The
Fuelcard People. Customers can
compare the benefits offered by
each fuel card, choose the right card
for their individual requirements and
submit their application, all within a
single, short site visit. Every stage of
the process, including selection
from an unbeatable fuel cards
range, is covered by the fast, simple
service. If required, it offers real-
time support from a fuel card

specialist, via online chat. Steve Clarke, group marketing manager for
The Fuelcard People, said, “The whole point of fuel cards is to save
money, by directly cutting fuel costs and saving customers time
wherever possible. We have always saved van driver’s time on the
forecourt and minimised administration time in the office. Now, we
have extended time savings to the application process, while still
ensuring that every customer finds exactly the right fuel card for their
specific needs.” Online application is available across The Fuelcard
People’s complete range, which covers every leading fuel brand. It
includes cards that can be used on motorways, for tolls and on
supermarket forecourts. www.thefuelcardpeople.co.uk.
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Events for the roofing industry 

 25-27 September 2015

Screwfix LIVE 2015
Trades & consumer DIY show; product demonstrations, offers &
competitions from Screwfix 130+ supplier brands.
FIVE, Farnborough Airport, Hants. http://screwfixlive.com/

6-11 October 2015

Construction Week with The Build Show
New show aimed at builders, contractors, housebuilders,
merchants and construction professionals. Supported by main
industry organisations. Seminar programme, info & guidance,
policy & regs, H&S, CPD.
Includes Timber Expo, Smart Buildings, Energy, HVAC, Plant &
Machinery and more.
Includes Grand Designs Live. 
Projected trade attendance 50,000. Free to visit.
NEC, Birmingham http://www.buildshow.co.uk/

13-15 October 2015

Solar Energy UK
6th year. For all solar professionals. UK solar market and global
deployment. Four free conferences and speakers.
2014: 200 exhibitors, 3,400 visitors
Free to visit
NEC Birmingham http://uk.solarenergyevents.com/

10-11 November 2015

Greenbuild with Buildings & Energy Efficiency (BEE)
Guidance on energy efficiency, green retrofit. Free conference
programmes with expert speakers. Incorporates Ignition, the
UK’s only woodfuel event. Free to visit.
Manchester Central, Manchester www.greenbuildexpo.co.uk/

19-21 November 2015

The Skills Show
Hosts roofing Skillbuild finals. Industries’ showcase to inform and
recruit young people. Buzzing with the energy of 14-20+ year
olds. 2014: 73,000 visitors. Free to visit.
NEC, Birmingham www.theskillsshow.com

23 September 2015

British Safety Council Annual Conference
Innovation and best practice in H&S management, networking.
£145-£175
Etc. venues, Dexter House, London www.britsafe.org/whatsnext

23-26 September 2015

100% Design
UK’s largest design trade event, for architects, specifiers and
designers. 20th year. 2015 theme: 'design in colour' 
Free to visit
2014: 25,500 visitors 
Olympia London, www.100percentdesign.co.uk/

14-15 October 2015

Offsite Construction Show
First national event. Offsite construction is a hot topic as
delivery method for the housebuilding the UK needs.
Techniques and methods, education programme, industry
perspective,  new products, supply chain, hosted buyer event.
Excel, London www.off-siteshow.co.uk/

8-10 March 2016

Ecobuild
Improved show layout, bigger conference arena, learning hubs
on design, zero carbon and energy, innovation and smart
buildings. Free to visit.
12th year 800 exhibitors, 40,000 visitors
Excel, London www.ecobuild.co.uk
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